Students challenge. . comniittee representation

"The minute it is passed, I'll put
people on this committee," said Bill
Higgins '93, -Student Association
[Stu-A] president.
The changes called for will re:
fleet the tripartate system in which
all three parties, students, faculty

and administrators,willhave equal
voting representation. The one
execeptionis the EducationalPolicy
Committee [EPC], which would
gain three additional non-voting
students but would otherwise remain the same, with eight voting
faculty members and five voting
students.Higgins stresses that more
votes are not the goal of the proposal.
"Votes aren't the issue. It's input. The final power lies in the faculty as a whole," said Higgins,who
is pushing not for more power but
for more student involvement.
The changes, according to the
proposal, would call for one fewer
administrator on the Administrative Committee; one fewer faculty
member and one additional administrator on the Admissions Committee;one fewer administrator,one
additional member of the coaching
staff and one additional student on
the Athletics Advisory Committee;
one additional administrator on the
Bookstore Committee; one fewer
admininstratoronFinancialAidand

goddesses, she said.
"There's no connection with
devil worship and satanism," said
Pukkila. Wiccans believe "whatever
you send out comes back," so putting spells on people would be defeatist, she said. While Pukkila is
not a practicing Wiccan, she has
incorporated some of their imagery
into her life, such as their emphasis
on the seasons and the sacredness
of nature.
"1converse frequently by E-Mail
with practicing Wiccans," said
Pukkila.
"I really love my work [at
Colby],"said Pukkila,who believes
Colby students are good researchers. '1love the interaction I get with
the students. It'san excellent library
to work in. There's no such thing as
a typical Colby student, although
it's true diversity can be an issue
here."
Pukkila is deeply involved in
Colby life outside of the library, especially as a faculty associate for
Johnson where she has given talks
and attended Project Inward meetings.
"Sometimes you can get so involved with the intellectual side of
things that you ignore the human
side," said Pukkila. Project Inward,
she said, is a good and necessary
counterbalance to that.
A Connecticut native, Pukkila
complctcdherundcrgraduatowork
at tho Universityof Michigan in Ann
Arbor whereshe majored in music
and history. Initially, she worked
for Mobil as a consultant to their
library, a high powered, high-en-

ergy job, said Pukkila.
"You never saw the people you
were working with," she said.
Shelater earnedMaster'sdegrees
in librarianship at Columbia University and in medieval Welsh history at University College Wales at
Aberystwyth.
"When I went to library school I
knew I wanted to be an academic
librarian,"said Pukkila. "As a public librarian you're always fighting
funding battles."
Pukkila enjoys the variety of her
job. Next year she will be moving to
the art and music library in Bixler to
fill in for Art and Music Librarian
Tony Hess, who will be on sabbatical. In Miller, she is in charge of
cataloging sound recordings and
interlibrary loan.
Shelovesthechallengeof searching for the right material.
"For someone who loves mysteries," she said, "doing reference
work is fantastic. 1 find it a real
satisfying feeling that I don't have
to know everything but I'm reasonably certain I can find ouUnything.
I think that the way our society is
going that's going to be a really
important skill."
She has two cats, Merry and
Shadow, and she is also an enthusiastic gardener. "It's tough to be a
gardener in Maine/but they send
out seed catalogs in January, so you
have lots of time to dream."
Both an instrumental and vocal
musician,Pukkila has played violin
in the Colby Orchestra, but
tendonitis has preventedher playSeePUKKILA on p a g e3.

"Stodeiits sltotaMliave mp ut in
social matters, hut not
academic matters>"

-Professor FirlcilXaBoel ,

BY ELIZABETH HEKBERT
" StaffWriter

Equal representation of students
and faculty on the various committees which formulate policy on college life is the subject of a proposal
now coming before the faculty.
A Committee Reorganization
Proposal, which was brought before the faculty two weeks ago for
discussion, will be voted on in
March.The proposal calls for equalization of all committees of the college: the number of administrators,
faculty and students on each committee would be equal.
; The initiative for the proposal
came out of last spring's student

protest, in which a rally was held
calling for more student voice on
campus. The idea was formed in
last year's Committee of Four, a
group of students, faculty and administrators formed to address issues raised in the protest, and has
subsequently passed through various committees including Presidents' Council, the Administrative
Committee and the Subcommittee
on Committees. If it is passedby the
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Marilyn knows more than reference

~
plwto by An Druker
Marilyn Pukkila.

: BY EMILY CHAPMAN
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Staff Writer

Reference Librarian Marilyn R.
Pukkila has assisted students and
faculty with locating research materialsMiller Library forthelast pine
years. She is more than just Marilyn
the Librarian, however. Pukftila is
also interested in gardening,' music
and witchcraft.
"It started with impatience with
the lack of feminine language in
traditional Christianity, so I began
to do reading in various areas of
feminist divine imagery," said
Pukkila.
An avid reader of mysteries and
feminist spirituality as well as fantasy literature,Pukkila'shobbles arc
varied. About four years ago she
became interested in feminist spirituality in the form of Wicca. Wicca
is a religion which uses feminine
divine imagery, meaning th ere are

Priorities; and two fewer administrators on the Library Committee.
While some faculty support the
proposed changes, others are concerned theywill suffer an important
reduction in power. Many feel the
proposal is not in the best interests
of the College.
"I'm concerned that this is the
beginning of an erosion of the negligible power the faculty has, especially on the EPC,"said Pricilla Doel,
assoc. professor of Romance Language and Literature. "Students
should have input in social matter,
but not academic matters."
Doel said she was glad to see
student interest, but felt that academic concerns were best left to
faculty and administrators who had
experience. 'Tour years is a short
period of time," said Doel, in reference to the students' inexperience.
Janice Seitzinger, dean of students, supports the proposal.
"I think we need to listen to what
the faculty is saying, but they need
to realize this isn't a change in the
power structure.We're changing the

student voice," said Seitzinger. "I
don't see this as really rocking the
community. I've been on committees for many years, and rarely do
issues comedown to a faculty vote,
a student vote, and an administrative vote. I don't think we're going
to see division."
"It's not a power struggle," said
Higgins. "Wethinkourinputisvery
important. Voting shouldn't even
matter."
Dean of Faculty Bob McArthur
feels the committee equality proposal is reasonable. "The net effect
of the proposal would be minimal
and I think it would be beneficial,"
he said.
MarK iappan,asst.protessorand
director of Education also sees the
positive aspects of the proposal. He
feels students might begin to take
things more seriously if they are
given more responsibility.
"One of our goals is to enable
students to become fully participating members of a democracy," said
Tappan. 'This is a good place to get
some experience."Q
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Last weekend's Winter Carni?
val did nut rejuvenate the 5tu«
<Jent Association [Stu-Al Soeial
fund as had been hoped, however, all oi Sttf»A's other budgets
areheaUhyandntayend
theyearwifha surplus,
"Moneywisc everything is going very
w*H," &tid ShwVtrea*
surer Jasow Hogg '93,
'"By th« end we should
end up withsomething:
n (Mr .1surplus/'
SUM has tradition^
ally gone over budget
and has .i<?et>mul(tteda

defteitovertheye^ tf there tea
surplus oifunds, some of the ex-*
tra money could be put toward
this deficit, according to t>ave
Jor&ttndert $&attk directorof $Hi«
v
dent Activities.
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"IScoil Parker <99, Stu-A social chair]may assist someof the
other groups,Jifcethe Commons,
in planning events/ said Hogg.
"There wiU be no major;events
coming out of hist, office*"'
Winter Carnival did "moderately well/* according to Hogg/

but didnotachievelhcnumbcroi?
sigh up& necessaryto help out the

social fund
"ScottIcnotythnthe would lose
some money,he Just wns not auto
how much/' said Niemann "AH
went* Jose mm*moriey *
Bill Higgins '9$, Stu-A president,, hopes to put any budget
wees*$W»A wayhttv*towardm
tvmjU tlMte«<! of the year,"I'm
pretty *ure fth* moneyl doesn't
m|U oyer/' he said«
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Work study for STU-A filiiis

As of next year, the administration of Student Association [Stu-A] films may becomeJ^tmcsfcudy
position. In an effort to make things run more smoothly and efficiently,Stu-ATreasurerJason Hogg'93and
Tullio Nieman, director of Student Activities, have discussd the possibilities of creating a paid position in
Stu-A films, according to Hogg.
Hogg hopes this will allow Student Activities to work in closer conjunction with Stu-A films and also
hopes the better organization will increase the return on the movies. The service will remain the same or
be better/according to Hogg, but there will be more emphasis placed on classics rather than the'recent
movies headlined in video stores. If the plan goes through, look for the
positidn
be available next.year.
¦ ' '¦¦to
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:
¦
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No more fires in Quads

Foundations to Japan
This spring Colby's Foundations of Studio Art
(AR131) will be exchanging works with the Hattori
Institute: Ochanimizu College of Fine Arts in Tokyo, Japan. The exchange was organized through
the efforts of Visiting Assistant Professor of Art
Scott Reed and Professor Hiroyuki Fujimaki of the
Hattori Institute. Professor Fujimaki's wife is originally from Waterville, and Reed and Fujimaki met
while Fujimaki was in Waterville visiting over the
summer, according to Reed. After the idea was
passed by the two professors' colleagues, it was
decided a postcard size, two dimensional, design
oriented piece wouldbebest suited to the exchange.
Colbyis sending examples of works produced in the
first two weeksof the Foundationsclasses taught by
Reed as well as works from Assistant Professor of
Art Nancy Goetz and Associate Professor of Art
Abbott Mender's classes. The works sent from Japan
will be based on the theme of Japanese-American
relations, according to Reed. The exhibit should go
up on the first floor of Bixler sometimein late March
or early April.
¦ • - "I feel real confident and pleased with the work
we are sending to Japan ," said Reed. "The instructors came up with good assignments and I think
Colby will be well represented in Tokyo." (W.G.)

p hoto by Yuhgo Yamaguchi

Will f ireplaces in rooms become a housing perk of the past?

Issues of fire safety have led the College,to consider boarding over the
fireplaces in East and West Quad .The Assistant FireChief for Kennebec County
inspected some of the fireplaces in the Quads and said they created an unsafe
situation, according to Alan Lewis, director of the Physical Plant. If orders are
given, the fireplaces will be sealed off at the dampers,but the fronts will remain
open, fnr "^ < '. . ¦- •¦
Williams-Collegeand Dartmouth College have both sealed off all fireplaces
in the students' rooms, according to Lewis. At Williams more than 150 fire"
places had to be sealed off. (W.G.)
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Saturday Night March 6th from 9:00pm -1:00am
' •Tickets on Sale in the
Student Activities Office - See Krista
¦

Come and Support
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Non-alcoholie lounges are on their way PUKKILA

photo by Yuhgo Yamaguchi
The non-alcoholic lounge in Pepper.
an entertainmentcenterfor students
BY LESLIE CAMPBELL ,. where they can hang out in a comStaffWriter
fortable,non-alcoholicatmosphere,
according to Higgins.
Non-alcoholicloungesin all four
Lounge work started slowly
Commons will be 95 percent com- because money was not provided
plete by the first week of April, until January, according to
according to Dean of HousingPaul Johnston,who wanted to wait until
Johnston.
springbreakto get most of the work
The site for each lounge was UUIltJ.
chosen last spring. This fall, the
"The furniture has all been orCollegeasked theCommons'presi- dered and should beon the assemdents for their advice in helping to bly line being made now," said
plan and design the lounges.
Johnston. "It should be delivered
However, it was not until a by the first week of April and in
trustee's meeting this past January placeby then. The carpeting will be
that the money was finally allo- installed during spring break so as
cated for the project. Each lounge not to disturb [the students]."
was given a $6,000 budgetby PresiThe sites chosen for these nondent Bill Cotter.
alcoholic lounges are the second
Student Association [Stu-A ] floor lounge in the Heights for
President Bill Higgins '93 was not Lovejoy Commons, the small dinpleased with the slow pace of the ing hall at the top of the cafeteria
project. "Nothing was done until stairs in Foss for Mary Low Comsomething was said to the trust- mons, the bike room in the baseees," said Higgins. "It only took a mentof EastQuadfor JohnsonComcouple months for the Lovejoy ex- mons and the basement of Pierce
tension to be built, but it takes a for Chaplin Commons.
year to redo some lounges?"
Lovejoy Commons President
The non-alcoholic lounges are Jon Blau '94 hopes the installment
supposedto have nice,comfortable of these lounges will become a
furniture, carpeting, a TV and a model for more non-alcoholic
VCR. Their purpose is to provide lounges across campus.

We Service Foreign Cars...

• Brakes
_
• Exhaust Systems
^JR ^^Sl
^
mk^mmm WsL^^
^
• Maintenance
Service
^^^^
• Oil Changes And More!

"It's a good step for the school
and for the future," said Blau. "I'd
like to try to get one in every dorm.
For places like Lovejoy Commons
the one lounge could be a problem
because the Commons is so split
up,but I see these lounges as gateway lounges for putting more of
them in on campus."
The only problem which could
slow the progress of the installation
of the lounges over spring break
would be electrical problems, according to JohnstonO

students in the Research Methods
Psychology class how to use the
- research materials, Pukkila has
taught Jan Plan English courses on
continued f r ompage 1.
the writings of J.R.R. Tolkien and
ing recently. She sings in the "Women in Myth and Fairy Tale."
choir at the Universalist Unitarian Teaching is now one of her favorite
Church in Waterville. Her religious aspects of her work,although when
leaningsareQuaker and shespends she graduated from college she
a lot of her time at her meetings in went to library school to avoid
Winthrop.
teaching as a career, she said.
Travelingisanother of Pukkila's
Pukkila is also on the Women's
preferred pastimes. She tries to Studies Advisory Committee, the
spend an extra couple of days faculty Society Organized Against
sightseeing whenever she attends a Racism [SOAR] group and assists
distant library conference.
Associate Dean of Students Joyce
Asidefrom teachingEnglishllS McPhetres in interviewing potenstudents how to use the library and tial hall staff.Q
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Don't drive , j ust call us for fas t, free delivery. *
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215A College Avenue
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Semester at Sea

Come take a walk around our global village sailing around
the world on the Semester at Sea program offered each fall
and spring semester. You'll live and take classes aboard the
American built SS Universe with 500 students and a
distinguished group of faculty from across the country and
abroad coordinated with field work and travel in ten
different countries. The liberal arts curriculum offers over
fifty upper and lower division courses in some twenty maj or
disciplines.
A Semester at Sea representative will be available to talk
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10% Student Discount (Dine-in only, SundayThursday )
Better Taste, Better Value
No MSG Pure Vegetable OH
¦
'
MON-TITOR: 11:00-9:00

FRI & SAT: 11:00-10:00

SUNDAY: 12:00-8:00

Large party and
weekend reservations
recommended

877-7644

»wim a $10t0o minimum !

WEDNESDAY MARCH 10
INFO TABLE 10 A.M. - 3 P.M. STUDENT CENTER
INFO MEETING 4 P.M. ROOM 223
FALL VOYAGE ITENERARY; JAPAN, CHINA, TAIWAN
MALAY SIA
INDIA, EGYPT, ISRAEL, UKRAINE, TURKEY, MOROCCO '

SPRING VOYAGE ITINERARY: VENEZUELA, BRAZIL , SOUTH
AFRICA
KENYA, INDIA , MALAYSIA , PHILIPPINES, JAPAN, CHINA ,
HONG KONG
For more inform a t ion call t he Ins t it u t e for Shi pb oard
Education at 800-854-0195

Stu-A freezes rands on ali new clubs
nized as a club.
"As far as 1know this..has been
the only instance where funding
has been an issue with Stu-A [under the club freeze] but they were
still able to receivefunding from an
alternate source," said Director of
Student Activities Tullio Nieman.
A freeze on funds being granted
to new clubs at this time of year
allows Stu-A to evaluate funds
which have alreadybeen allocated.
Thereis untouched moneyallocated
to clubs, such as the Response and
the Review, which have not been
active this year. However, that
money is unavailable for other

Since the club freeze only one
group
has come into conflict with
Contributing Writer
the policy. The new literary magazine,NewMoonRisingapproached
As of December, no new clubs
Stu-Afor funding before the freeze.
may be formed using Student AsThe
magazine had not yet beenrecsociation [Stu-A] funds. This freeze
ognized as a club and did not reis nothing new and has occurred
ceive the funding that it needed
for the past few years.
from Stu-A. Instead, they applied
"This allows the Student Assoto Administrative Vice President
ciation to evaluate the turnover of
ArnieYasinski'soffice and received
existing clubs before any new ones
the funding they needed. They apare created," said Jason Hogg '93
proached Stu-A for funding again,
Stu-A treasurer.The object is to conbut this time after the Club freeze
trol the number of clubs Stu-A sup
had been enacted and did not reports financially aswellasthe clubs'
ceive funding. Now they are workquality.
ing on the process of being recog-

BY JASON PHILLIPS

Hogg gets Parker 's assist ant

five days a weekwith the help of
Milgram. If there are problems or
Milgram is now the official Assis- complaintsdirected toward Hogg,
tant to Stu-A Treasurer Jason Hogg they can be expressed to Milgram
who can in turn relay them, ac'93.
"I thought [Milgram] would be cording to Hogg. The extra help
better suited towork for treasurer," has allowed Hogg to concentrate
said Hogg. "He is very organized, on bigger issueswhilenot neglectand the social role is sporadic.Plus, ing his responsibilities.
"I workwithjasonmorepolicy
he has a big interest in finance."
decisions
are made, and he has
"Scott was to a point where it
was fruitless for me to be there," more influence on campus life.
said Milgram. "Jason saw some of Working for the treasurer's office
my talents and thought I could be puts me in touch with 60 clubs.
of some use [in the treasury]. Scott While I'm still a first-year, I have
has great ideas and is very creative, already worked with Scott and
but he is having some administra- now I'm seeing the treasury side
of Stu-A,"said Milgram.
tive problems."
Milgram also serves on the
Milgram is now involved in the
Campus
Community Council and
processing of purchase orders,
has
for further Stu-A
aspirations
reimbursments and check writing.
involvement
in
the years to
Hogg has been able to extend the
come.Q
hours of the treasurer's office to

p hoto by Yuhgo Yamaguchi

AndrewMilgram '96

BY WHITNEY GLOCKNER
News Editor

As of the beginning of the second semester, Andrew Milgram
'96 is no longer the assistant to
Student Association [Stu-A] Social Chair Scott Parker '93.
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clubs'use. "You can t spend someone else's money unless you know
someone.else isn't going to show
up," said Nieman.
Stu-A cannot afford to support
a club which may only be in existence for a few months.
"The first yearof a club's existence is traditionally a probationary
period/' said Hogg. iWing that
year, the club would be recognized
as a club but would not foe budgeted any moneyfrom Stu-A'sgeneral fund; this is called being on TV
status, according to Hogg. These
13' status clubs are eligible for some
financial support through a separate club fund, subject to the approval of the Stu-A treasurer, the
Club Allocation Committee and the
Stu-A Executive Committee. If the
club were to survive its first year,
the following year it would be budgeted moneyfrom the general fund.
This is known as an 'A' status club.
Colby does not assess its students an activities fee, therefore,
the money Stu-A has in its general
fund , which supports everything
in its budget from the yearbook to
the radio station, comes from the
tuition, according to Hogg.
By limiting the number of clubs,
the "club fund has been dramatically increased," said Hogg, therefore tuition money is being used
more efficiently.
"Right now [Stu-A] can function without the student fee,but we
have to keep an open mind for the
future," said Hogg.Q
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BY KRISTIN^ FRENCH
Contributing Writer V

'. ' ' ¦'' Seventeen members of The
Student Organization for Black
Unity, occupiedLorimer Chapel
dn Mori., March3,1970With a set
of non-negotiable demands.
Their demands were presented
to President Strider, the college
administration, the faculty and
the student'body, according to
the March 6 Echo.
This takeover of the Chapel
came as a complete surprise to
students. However, the administration knew of the plan to occupy the Chapel that Monday
morning. Deans Rosenthal and
Johnson wereon hand atthetime
the black students entered the
Chapel, but they were asked to
leaveby CharlieTerrell,thePresident of Black Unity. They complied with his request.
The demands were based on
a leaflet the Organization distributed the previous spring,
"Proposals for a New Colby."
ThesedemandscalledforaBlack
Studies Program,50 black freshman to be admitted the follow*ing year, a black sub-freshman
week to help Black students in
need of remedial assistance, a
Black professor to teach Black
History,a freshman class at least
10 percent black beginning with
the Class of 1974 and the abolition of the point average requirement for students on financial
On1- Tuesday/ the 'black students remained in the Chapel
while the administration met to
discuss a course of action. The
first action was a letter from
Strider to theblackstudents urging them to leave the Chapel and
discuss the demands, which the
College could handle more easily as requests or proposals. The
Organization for Black Unity replied that evening in a letter stating they were sticking to their
demands.
Majority students prepared
for a class boycott,in support of
the cause. A meeting was held at
Foss dining hall that evening.
Several hundred students attended the meeting.
There was no fundamental
disagreement with thedemands,
but financial limitations had prevented the administration from
solving the problem, according
to Strider. Admitting 50 blacljc
students would mean about
$180,000 in scholarships,he said.
The following Monday night
black students were served a restraining order to vacate the
chapel within two hours. Within
an hour after the restraining order was served, the,17 black students left the Chapel. ?
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Students hope for liot"Spring Breaks
BY KAREN UPMAN
Features Editor

"Hot" and "cheap" are the two
words Manager of Campus Travel
JenniferKadner hearsseveral times
daily prior to spring break. About
99 percent of the students say those
arethe requirementsfortheir vacations, she said.
While Florida is alwaysa popular spot for spring break, this year
many students are opting for package vacations to Puerto Vallerta,
Cancun, Cozumel and Bermuda in
the $500-$700 range which include
airfare, transfers and hotel accommodations, she said.
"We do . more packages for
spring breakthan any other part of
the year," said Kadner. Florida is
popular becausemanypeoplehave
accommodations there with relatives, she said.
Seniors Diantha Nesky, Katie
Donovan and Kristen Ellinger are
flying to Orlando,Fla.Nesky is excited to "just get out of the snow,"
she said. Disney World,Epcott and
sitting by the pool are the highlighted points on their agenda. The
three of them plan to meet up with
another clan of Colby students for
an evening at Epcott where they
will visit the bars and pubs at the
different countries. Both groups
spent last spring in London. 'It'll
be kind of reminiscent from last
year," said Nesky.
Although most students want

to go to the often frequented spring ing hotel reservations. A lot of the
break spots, many do not. "We've Floridadestinations are getting real
gotten a lot of requestsfrom people strict on their hotel age limits,"said
who want to go where it would be Kadner. Most of the hotels require
quieter, where there wouldn't be a that the people renting their rooms
lot of students," said Kadner. For be at least 21. "We try to call and
those looking for such a place, help."
"There's a handful each year
Kadner recommends Curacao.
"People have different ideas of that decide to rent a car and we
what a vacation is," said Kadner. sometimes help make the arrangeFaculty often take vacations dur- ments," said Kadner. This year is
ing spring break, as well, she said. no exception for road-trippers.
A group of 12 juniors and seWhile many often visit relatives or
go to Europe,"they still like to go to niorshave made their own arrangethe warmer destinations," said ments to caravan to the Florida
Keys.
Kadner.
"We're going to do it in one
Mike Manning '95 will be headstraight
drhre—it'sabout 30 hours,"
ing to Cancun with four other
said
Dingee '93. The group
John
friends. "I thinkit'll be a good break
frqm the studies which have been plans to take three cars and has
hectic lately," said Manning, who reservations to stay at a camp
is looking forward to the sun and ground about one half hour from
Key West. "Scott Abrams made
sightseeing at the ruins.
Both Meredith Bradt '93 and most of the arrangements," said
Kristen Schuler '93 used Campus Dingee.
Travel to make their flight arrangedecided ha I
ments to Europe. Bradt is going to
visit a friend in Amsterdam and needed a rea so I
Schuler is visiting a friend in Spain.
ecided o use m
"It was hard to find a ticket—a
lot were booked for the way back,"
said Bradt. What she is looking forward to most is "No more snow!" said Dingee. "This will be my last
vacation before job hunting."
she said.
Dingee is looking forward to
"I'll be on the southern coast of
scuba
diving, snorkeling, drinking
Spain," said Schuler. "It'll be
and visiting such famous spots as
warmer there."
the
Hemingway museum and the
Students who make their own
Buffet owned bar,
Jimmy
transportation arrangements still
"Q
"Margaritaville.
often use Campus Travel for mak-
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Artsand Entertainment
Digging for roots with Seamus Heaney: "
BY MEADOW DIBBLE
A&E Editor

photocourtesyof ColbyCommunications
Irish poet, Seamus Heaney, honored Colby with a reading at
last Thursday 's Splotlight lecture.

SeamusHeaney,one of Ireland's
greatest living poets, walked in the
front door of a jam-packed Lorimer
Chapel at three minutes past eleven
last Thursday morning and, after
making a sweeping assessment of
the pews, uttered a barely audible
"Wow."
Anyonein the audience who had
been waiting for Heaney to emerge
discreetly from the side door near
the podium,as most guest speakers
do, could no longer doubt this was
the honored guest as he walked
confidently down the center aisle
and took a seat in the front row.
After an introduction by Professor
of English DougArchibald,Heaney
took the podium and expressed his
pleasureatfindinghisreading "well
attended" here at Colby, "A place
where poetry and the activities surrounding it are cherished."
In his introduction, Archibald
had described Heaney as a poet
"acutely aware of place and politics." The first poems read by
Heaney came from a collection of
mostly childhood memories entitled "Death of a Naturalist" and
reflected the strong senseof "place"
of which Archibald spoke. ;
•• The poet's voice became that of
a schoolboy as he told of collecting
frogspawn and one day being

greeted by the ugly face
nature can sometimes take,
that of the "slime kings,"
who would take their revenge on
the boy for having jarred their eggs.
"Blackberry-Picking" is another
poem from the same collection. It
speaks of the rot and stagnation of
nature when summer berries were
stored in a can by the hopeful narrator.
Heaney's childhood memories
come from County Deny, Northern Ireland,where he was born and
grew up. His father was a farmer
and a cattle dealer,always working
close to the land. Heaney writes
about his father in "Digging," in
which the poet follows in his father's
footsteps,but performs a "digging"
of a different kind-witha pen rather
than a shovel. He is close to the land
in his own way, but has no dirt
under the nails to show for it.
Heaney now lives with his family in Dublin and teachesat Harvard
University for one semester every
year. City life lacks the quiet and
solitude Heaney finds he is needing more and more. But he has a
retreat. It is a home out in the country called Glan More, 40 minutes
from Dublin, Heaney's favorite
place to write. Glan More is a twostorey stone gate-lodgewhere there
is no phone and no means of being
reached by the outside world .
; "It's one of, those placesyou feel
yqu.are in theright placeji" according -to tieaney;.Glan.More fortifies
your senses. "It gives access to your
place of surest selfhood ," he said.

The land of his youth did not
only leave vivid impressionsof how
frogs can'become vicious and blueberries can turn .sour,it left Heaney
with a particular sensibility to the
fragile political state of his homeland. In his poetry and iri his reflections on childhood, Heaney is careful with his words,whichhe understands to be not only as powerful as
a shovel for digging but also as
well-aimed as a gun at times. He is
careful not to point the gun in any
direction in particular, but true to
his emotions and poet's vocation,
fires the gun in the air and. lets the
bullet fall where it will:
"I am, I think, deeply sensitive
to the effect that language canhave,"
said Heaney.
He.is most cautious not to offend the North Irish Protestant audience, belonging himself to the
Catholic minorityof the region,and
said that he would never want to
write anything that would make
them feel "un-Irish".
Heaney's poems span over 30
years,and follow in theme and tone
the turns his life has taken. .
"We would all like to thinjcwe
have grown in some way," said
Heaney. "We like to find some way
to mark time without simply treading water. Every now and then you
discoyer a formulation. A growth

"About distraction, Hoagland
said,"it is something I need to write
about often , to remember what is
wrong with me." He went on to
lament, "What hope can there be
for a nation with a 30-second attention span?" Perhaps that hope lies
in the some 40 people who focused
for three quarters of an hour as
Hoagland at once discussed himself, ourselves and our culture.
Of the eight poems Hoagland
read, six were from his most recent
book,"Sweet Rum,"which won the
Brittingham Prize in Poetry. By
working withrhetaphors,Hoagland
makes new synapses and connections which enrich his poems with
both human experiences and contemporary issues. In "Oh Mercy,"
the moon represents authority figures, such as Hoagland's father,
while smaller metaphors dance
around it. "Every bottle of cold
beer/had a picture of my father on
the label/for smashing down in
parking lots."
The second poem he read, My
Country,"opens with "When I think
of what I know about America,/ !
think of kissing my best friend's
wife.'This satirical humor was central to the reading as well as
Hoagland' s character, who said of
another poem, "One Season," "I
wanted to write a poem that I could
scream at the top of my lungs. This
poem has a very satisfying 'fuck
you' in the middle of it,"
While Hoagland is an adolescent at heart, he is able to blend this
youthful joviality with serious contemporary issues. "Poetry,"he said,

"is a blueprint for how to think and
feel,telling the reader how one feels
in a situation."
Throughout the complex spins
and turns of his poetry, Hoagland
holds tight to the wheel, without
ever losing sight of the main road.
Such is the work of a great poet
whose work is only complemented
by his presence and reading. ?

,. .Heaney's rings„take the form oj;
poems, an£ ;leave a wonderful series of concentric ideas and imaees .
into and out of which one may
journey.Q

'The Crying Game "
Hoagland brings it home poetically
ends up a crying shame
"HotShots"and "Loaded Weapon"
and anxiously waited for someone
to come in and say "cut" in order to
begin the real movie.
Unfortunately nobodysavedus.
We went to see "The Crying The film dragged on and on. WithGame" with high expectations and out being overly self-congratulacame away not only disappointed, tory,let it suffice to say we saw the
but insulted. We had been drawn- twist coming long before its time.
The "big surprise" was
conventional and trite.
What was to be such a
shocker
was
t r e a t e d
in by all the great
stereotypically.
rumors and unconWe figured
ventional reviews
things could not
and were itching to
get much worse
discover what the
after the original
fuss was about. Afletdown,but they
ter all, what could
did. Once the
be more enticing
twist was out in
than
Academy
the open, the
Award nominamovie really had
tions and the prospect of an excit- nowhere iq go; the aftermath was
ing big twist?"
contrived and very Hollywood—it
Like most critics when approach- was a degrading cheat.
ing this film,we have decided to tell
"The Crying Game" crossed soour readers as much as we can with- cial boundaries which need to be
out giving away what the surpris- traversed,and we assume this is the
ingly predictablemajor twist turned reason behind all the publicity, but
out to be. What starts out as a ste- we found ourselves wondering
reotypical thriller —an IRA terror- whether the effort was worth it.
ist with a heart of gold befriending Cannot anyone make an "alternahis hostage—ends up as a murky tive" film without sacrificing qualvoyage throug h mediocre film- ity?
making.
Do not sec this movie, even if
In the fi rst half hour, wc were so someone promised you a thrill. If
disenchanted with the plot, we be- you havo any interest in "The Crygan to wonder whether the "big ing Gamc,"bc prepared tobc treated
twist " was that the film was actu- like an idiot. ?
ally a parody in the tradition of
BY REGINA LIPOVSKY AND
MATT MARDEN
Contributing Writers

What was to
be meha
shocker
wmtreated

stetvotyjricall
y.

BY SCOTT KOLES
Contributing Writer

Without an internationally recognized name or an honorary professorship at Oxford , local poet
Tony Hoagland awed the audience
in his own casual way as he read
selected works from his recently
published collection at the Iron
Horse Bookstore on February 18.
A Waterville resident ,Hoagland
teaches several courses at the University of Maine aJ/Farmington and
dedicates therest^of his time to writing poetry. While the themes of his
poems range from adolescent bliss
to adultery, Hoagland uses physical images, such as elephant manure and spray-painted bridges, to
illustratecomplexthemes withclear
pictures we all recognize, bringing
the message home to the reader.
Hoagland's voice came through
loud (at times) and always clear
during the reading. Often his poems concerned personal conflicts
which he shared openly, creating
an intimate relationship with the
audience. "In the Land of the Lotus
Eaters"compared thenarrator'stendency to complacency to that of
Ulysses' men who "turned into
swine/frorn too much recreation in
the Lotus Land."
Hoagland mixes Homer 's ancient mythical tale with the complications of modern life to show us
howliUlcsomethingschange. "And
maybe my attention/is just permanently damaged, never coming
back/from too much television ,/
too much silly talk."

fr Drinking out" P ort land band
at "the Bob In Mercy creates
new sound
MAR H LL
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Albums of the Week

S A
BY ANDREWRITCH,
DOSTAL AND AMYJOYNER
StaffWriters

Dear Readers,this week's edition of "Eating Out"marks a very special occasion in the
history of our temperate column. As you
may know,our reviews are based on many of
the fine eating and drinking establishments
situated around the greater Waterville area.
Each week we strive to bring to you, the
Colby Community, our expert opinions on
these establishments. However, this week
the conceived norm
and have "gone the
extra mile" (even by
our own strict stanB
^
dards) to bring to
'
'
you an in-depth analysis of Waterville's
famed bar, The Bob In,located next to Joka's
Liquor Store on Front Street.
All right,we will concede right away that
our attire was not selected all that wisely.
Dressed in our dads' plaid golf pants, blue
oxfords and cardigan sweaters^we stuck out
about as much as an erection in a convent.
Fortunately,though,this wasTuesday night,
wMch is "wet T-shirt night,"and notall of the
eyes were upon us.
The interior of the Bob In was not the
traditionally-percieved "rough biker bar,"
but rather, it was very tastefully appointed
with naugahyde booths, a dance floor with
flashinglights,four pool tables and two wide
screen TVs. The luxuriousbay window seats
offered views of the Kennebec River.
The selection at the bar could best be
described as traditional. For a "warm up
drink,"Marshall chose a rum and O.J.,priced
at $2.90. A.R., still nursing a mean hangover
from Monday,decided to "take the road less
traveled" and had the special of the evening,
a 22-ounce Natural Light served in its own
jazzy plastic ciip, all for a measly $1.50. A.J.,
ever the wino, went for a straight doubleshot of vermouth, $4.00.
The music, at times, was 'louder than
loud." Quite possibly the guy who owns
Miracle Ear also has a sizable stake in the Bob
In. However, the tunes themselves were top
notch, with such all time favorites as "Let's
Go," by The Cars, "Magic," by Pilot, "Walk
this Way," by Aerosmith and Heart's poetic
masterpiece, "Barracuda."
A bar, as many a wise man has said, is
only as good as its patrons. The Bob In's
clientelecouldbe describedas "light hearted"
and "cosmopolitan." Things cannot get too
out of hand with the police station one block
away and the court house just across the
street. We talked with a guy named Tony,
who worked for a spell spinning tunes at
WMHB. We could not really understand what
he was saying, but it sounded funny, so we
nodded and laughed along with him.
> In our second and third rounds, we went
"straight for the jugular." Marshall had a
Southern Comfort on the rocks while Andy
had a scotch,straight up,both priced at $2.90.
Feeling her oats a little bit and trying to keep
up with the boys, A.J. went for the bourbon
and mineral water, hold the water.
Besides the wet T-shirt contest on Tuesday nights and the "hot buns" contest on
Wednesdays (in which we are entered for
next week), Thursday night is Ladies night,
with well drinks for $1.50. For all you Christians out there,there Is free pool on Sundays,
a real good reason to skip church. "Sports
Weekends" at the Bob In offer three games
via satellite, free snacks, a 50/50 drawing
and, most importantl y, 32-ounce Bud drafts
for $3.50.
Wcjcould go on and on about the virtues
of the Bobjn,but tho whole experience could
be adequately summed up with one miraculous quotation which came forth simultaneously from our mouths: "This place kicks
Tetc and Larry's' ass. I'm definitely taking
my parents here for graduation."!!
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photo courtesyof WMHB
Portland band Mercy.
BY JOHAN DOWDY
StaffWriter
Too many releases in todays ever-expanding music industry have fallen prey to
categorization. Is it grunge rock, world beat,
folk,alternative rock,heavy metal,or top 40?
Consumers and critics alike have simply forgotten how to appreciate well crafted music
without pigeon-holing it relative to some
concise, defining taxonomy.
Mercy isa band whichdefies relegation to
a compartmentalized identity. Their first release, DoctorRiverFields,brings togetherelements from a plethora of musical genres,
creatingan original cutting-edge sound which
leaves the listener salivating for more.
"Doctor River Fields"is a musical buffet,
encompassingmany styles without sacrificing the integrity of their original sound. Upon sampling
Mercy's first release, the listener is immersed in a graceful musicaltempest.Mercyhas
integrated the defining criteria of Celtic ballads, African
drums, native American
chants,Rockand Roll and sampling to conceive a style which
is truly unique. Unlike many
musicians who seek refuge in
the confining walls of one
sound, Mercy has opened
themselves to the diversity of
all sounds and has therein
found an element which can
only be described as universal.
The most striking feature
of this album was the superb
level of musicianship possessed by this Portland , Maine quintet.
Fronted by the passionate vocals of Todd
Dadaleares and the intricate guitar workings
of Steve MacLean, both of whom are the
principle songwriters, Mercy transcends the
pointless facades of many of today's rock
musicians by composing honest and pasthe
sionate music. Integral to the richness of|
bassist
Andrew
Horvat,
texture,
band's
keyboardist Tim Inman and drummer David
Fieldscontributetheirownwealthofmusical
experience.
The songs on Doctor River Fields range
from the intensely spiritual to the blatantly
cynical. The album "is about heritage and
deprogramming yourself," according to
Dadaleares. The song "Drowning," for example,laments the decay of the false American dream: "I watch slow-motion gunfire
puncturing flesh, races and cultures which
cannot mesh,... and oh we've got it made."
On the album's final cut, "Nagual," an intensely spiritual chant, Dadaleares' voice reminds us "Do not listen with mind, but with
spirit."
With a freshman masterpiece like Doctor
River Field s, Mercy has undoubtedly established themselves as a band which deserves
no less than such an intensive, transcendent
listening. Q
WMHB 90.5 FM presents Mercy album
and interview with band members Thursday evening, 5-6 p.m.
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Hoyt's JFK Drive 873-1300
Alladin 7:00
The Crying Game 7:20
Homeward Bound 7:10
Groundhog Day 7:30
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Unbearable Lightness of Being March 4,5, 6, 7PM and 9 PM $2, March 5,
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Bowdoin College:
"Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat" Friday and Saturday
%
% %%
March
5,6 $7.50 Packard Theater
IIIIP

%%%%%

University
at Orono:
vfl/Mf r
of of Maine
and Jade: Prehispanic Mesoamcrica, opening Tuesday
Blood
Realms
2%|^P
^%|§|p March 2, Hudson Museum, Maine Center for the Arts, Free
Wmmw.
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Bates College:
"Coin' a Buffalo" March 5-7 and 12-14 $4.00 Gannct Theater
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Stu-Aculls Echo altermitive ?tynlike ly%'*3

I just wantedto take a minute to respond to the article in last weeks s Echo by Amira Bahu about publications
at Colby. This is. .my. fifth year at Colby and not a few of those years were spent involved with the Student
Association,the body which provides funding for most of the student publicaitons.
Student publications come and . go. They are . at the mercy of the motivaiton of individual students.
Publications which we have had in the past five years alone but do not have now include.The Colby Crossfire,
Borborygmus, The Colby Review (not to be. confused with the -Northeast Undergraduate Review) and the
Response.Add to this a mumber of newsletters which havecome from clubsr such as the Democrats,Republicans
etc., and you see that publicatons comeand go withamazing rapidity.
. . /• •' . '
While I don't dispute the need for alterantive viewpoint to the Echo, I can understand, the 'Student
Association'sunwillingness to lay out the dollars to start yet another student publicaiton.r Last year,the'Studenf
Association extended a $3,000 loan to the Response with the understanding that it would be paid back through
advertising revenue. Well there is no Response, no ads and no money. The yearbejore,the Student Association
allocated $1,800to fund Borborygmus. Well Borborygmusnever happened and that was$1,8(JQunavailable for
¦ , ; '. . '
other uses.
.
.. - . ¦' • ¦
.,-. . ¦.¦
' ¦-' , ¦ ¦•
• - •
While I think the reasons outlined in the Echo to justify another publication are most laudable,I could hardly
advise the Student Associaton to lend their financial support given the lack record of student interest in such
,
ventures. .
. ¦ .,.
. .. - . ,', .
What I would advocate is a push by the students to make WMHB more mainstream. An outlet for a variety
of opinions, campus news and other things of interest to the student body is broadcasting from Roberts .Union
24 hours a day. Yet, because of the program format, only a small minority of the campus tunes in with.any
regularity.
.
.
.
I would encouragestudents to make better use of the media which already exists on campus rather than create
more of the same.
,

, .

David S.Jqrgensen '92
Asst. Director of Student Activities

. .

Coyne 's hockey pessimism unwarranted

Give us a say

As a liberal axis college, Colby -dim* at «d<natitag and
nriching
it$ $|udenfs ffi many areas,seeding asforth info the
e
world, as welt^rourided,intelligent capable human beings*
Let u$ start being intelligent and capable rt&w,
Next month the facultywill vote on a proposal toequalize
repre$entatf<m of $Hidenf$/faculty and admmistrafion on the
various committeeswhich shape College policy.Some consider u$ too ^experienced to have a say in academic matters,
Our main concern shouldbe:the social scene;leaveacademics
to the grown-ups *
If Colby students are not capable of holding intelligent
opinions about our academics,ihe Admissions office i$ not
doing iis job,
Studentsshould hav«a $ay in academics,in whichwehave
the greatest;stake- Educationi$ our primarypurpose in being
at Colby, we deserve to have input in educationalpolicy,
athletics,financial aid and other issues which have a direct
impact on students. We should have an equal voiceon these
committees.
This is not a power play 0*1the part of the student body.
This isabout Colby students taldngan activerolein influent
in$ out education.It i& still out education.

Is Colby headed f o ra dry campus?

Two weekends ago fiveMatoe state liquo*Srtsp«cto*scame
onto our;campusto follow thejoka's and Elm City ddivety
people. The people making (he deliveries checked ff l$ but
after the IDs were checked and the payments weremade the
li<na o*itt$pect0:rs$teppedinand checked the IPs agatoagainst
their owtix«;Cftrds. If the IDs wet*found to be fake thfe IDs
were returned to tbe studentand a I)xm$ waslevied agaiwst the
delivery person.
houMto^^
WnJs
a fake ID? Tthe answeri$: if rhtelceep$ up fshrt Cityand Jf oka's
vf \l\ accumulate enough vioMiom JK>,hay« their liquor H<$nite&revoked, But before that happens theywiKl stop deiiv«
eriug to Colby students to avoid the tM ol gettinganother
inf ractiou.Colbyi$ probably the large$fc$Qurce of businessfor
M$ Bill and Joeyjoka but they would rather lose out business
than have their license revoked and £0 out of business completely.
While ihte ploy to dry up the Colby campus reeks ot
administrativeinvolvementthere 51snot much students can do
about It. take IDs ate illegal; plain and simple, tf students
want Joka's and Xilm City to continue rendering thek "ser*
vices* to the Colby cornmuniiy,don't use fake IDs. Leave;flu*
ordering ot alcoholto the 2t*yew*t>t4**H the me olf /akeIPs
Contiihtfe8, h£viflgto^^
afotafc mswwwy* V
-v $:|M: , , ' -A' ;\ v>
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I would like to address Jac Coyne's February 25th article headed "Thankfully, end is near for hockey."
Jac,it bothers me that you feel wecan only be thankful for our season to end because,in your eyes,our season
was not a success. We made great strides this season, one of which was building a foundation for future success
under new Head Coach Scott Borek. This year'steam had four seniors: Bart Rickards, whose season prematurely
ended due to a knee injury, Mike Genco,Rob Danis and John Veilleux,both of whom are playing their first hockey
seasons, thanks to the opportunity given them by Coach Borek. Do you feel they are thankfully and eagerly
waiting for the season and their career to end?
Personally,I am enjoying this year's hockey season and am sad to see it come to an end. Yes,we have a losing
record (5-16-1),but winning isn't everything. If it was, I wouldn't play hockey or baseball here at Colby because,
while on these teams, I have never experienced a winning record .I get a chill down my spine every time I "lace
em up"for a game and this feeling is totally blind to a win-lossrecord. I feel my days arelimited as a hockey player
the day when it will end, whether my team is 0-24
for I have only¦one season remaining. To be sincere, I dread
¦
:-

" '

?
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Every player on this team, along with Borek and Assistant Coach David Berard, made a commitment

or 24-0.

' '" ' '

;

rebuild this hockey program which was dominant just a short time ago. Jac,the Colby hockey program doesn't
need this type of negativeexposure when it is trying to turn things around .What we need is peopleexcited about
the hockey season, not thankful for the day it ends.
Just be careful the next time you make an assumption, because you might find you are only speaking for
yourself and not for the athletes who spend endless hours training, practicing and competing for the enjoyment
of athletics.
011
Dpe*o«-t large number of *ubmisitfauMh<^m,liod*rof ftfcweek^ fotfcr.*
Co^CaptSn
will be printed in the next edition of The ColbyEcho.
Coibv Hockev

Insensitive Top Ten perpetuates obj ectifi cation

This letter is intended for the five witty first-year men and any Echo reader out there who, while perusing last
week's paper, chuckled at the Top Ten list.
To the writers of this hardly riveting and highly unhumurous piece,the reason"Freshmanguys get no play" is
because imbecilic sexist men like yourselves find insolent jabs at women comical. Your list did nothing more than
imply that you think of women as sex toys.Your objectification is insulting, degrading and perpetuatessocietal male
domination. The list is outrageousand disgusting.
Would you be interested in some other reasons? You refer to sex as "getting some play,"talk of getting a woman
drunk enough to get this said "play" and imply through various other not so subtle plays on words (for instance
numbers 8 and 6: "If Bates sucks, who's that Bowdoin girl?" and "Don't know whether to liquor or not."), that a
woman is nothing more than a game or a toy to be played with as you please.
This can reveal no more than the fact that you boys are asinine, insensitive and so ill-informed that the mere
thought of a woman even speaking with you boggles the mind. If you haven't figured out why you're feeling so
lonely and rejected yet, then I'd do a little soul searching and, until then, stay home and play with yourselves.
RobinJ.Lauzon '93

The Real Top Ten reasons why Colby women will not give guys "play"
BY AMY KL BORRELL, KATHRYN COSGROVE, MEADOW DIBBLE, REGINA LIPOVSKY, HOLLIS
RENDLEMEN , SHANNON ROY AN D ASDIS THOR STEINSSON
«¦- A mm.
10. If a guy asks for "play" he should be sent to TOYS R US.
9. Blue Light Specials are at K-Mart, and women are not for sale.
f f l i m \ ^Mfl
8. Men, if you are looking for a sucker, swallow your own.
[ 11fl 1H B
7. The commands "heel, stay, beg" are for your dog, not for a woman.
I 1 I fl I fl fl
6. Masculinity does not come in a bottle.
fl fl fl 9 Jl
5. Wc arc not walking G-spots; don't push us.
fl fl fl n$
4. If men continue to compare women to cable, cable's going to be
fl fl 1fl
the only thing that is coming.
fl 1 f f l f l '
3. Bra straps are the least complicated thing about us.
fl n f fl ri-A
2. News flash: your brain is not located in your underwear, so stop
&$j
flfljj
^^
thinking with your
penis.
st
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Op inions
Proj ect Inward Mil of bright ideas and bad organization
when schedules are reeling from
the Spotlight Lectures which push
labs and practices further back? At
!' Colby always has 101 wonder- a time when those who have lab or
ful jdeasabouthow to improve the athletic practice would be just fincampus./ Unfortunately/ carrying ishing up their experiments or
through with enthusiasm proves warm-downlaps,Sellers is serving
problematic since organization dinner. Even worse, many profesnever was a key concept .at this sorswere not notified of the discussions and had to cut short their
school. „ ";;
Take the shining example of lectures so students could go and
•
,.
eat an unappetizing dinner;
Project inward'.
Discounting Tuesdays due to
Responding to the oyerwhelmseminars, any other day
senior
ingsWdentinitiaHvetodiscusssuch
would
have
been a-better choice.
sensitive issues as racism and
Students
can
and should beable to
homophobia,the school wisely decided to bringstudents together in spare a few nights of their semester
each dorm to mull over thesetop for Project Inward. But, what a
ics.Thegoal wasnot a grandscheme dumb day of the week to choose.
Second, good or at least edible
solution to thesemomentousprobfood
is key for attracting students.
lems, but just a simple dinner disResident
Assistants have learned
cussion.
Fine and dandy idea. Three this lessonbyschedulinghall meetgenuinecheersforaliberalarts edu- ingswithplenty of snacks.One faccation. But something got lost be- ulty associate who does not get to
tween the windupand release^The tasteSellersoften,took one bite and
ball fell just flat of misstudentbody. decided to eat leftovers when he
Perhaps the most blatant orga- got home. Nice to know Seilers
nizational boo-boo was the choice saves money by serving us dorm
of 5 p.m. on Thursdays for the dis- dinner food which a faculty
cussions. Why pick the one day resident's dog would not even eat.
LIFE'S A BEECH ;
By Hannah Beech

Next time,the attendance at the
meetings will probably drop not
from lack of interest in the subject,
but from lack of desire to eat pasta
slosh. The telephone lines from
WHOP to Hunan Legendsbuzzed
busilythelasttwoThursdays.Now,
with poor food quality, the takeout joints will rack up even more
dollars.
There wereother random organizational problems. First, instead
of amoratoriumon eventsoccuring
at the same time, as happens with
the Spotlight Lecture,Mooseprints
overflowed with other interesting
and important options. Furthermore, some dorms had to wait for
over ah hour to even get Caleb
Cook's thought-provoking movie
because not enough copies were
made.
The College cannot take the
blame for those who could come
but instead decided to hibernate in
their rooms. But the ones who did
showup deserved a little morethan
the program's disorganization.
Such confusion only hurts discussion of the serious issues the College is tryingto confront.Q

myths Exit Interviews seen as phony and futile
I2isp eMmgm0$$,
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Sexual orieatatioH^wheflher. *><**"^ demonstrate kw
one is attracted to memhyts oi tfimpt without being aware that
one'sown ortheapp^sitesexH-is: $ay peopleor their relatives ot
a ma tter whichi:i £nu<i<&r ri$ »»uy friends drepr«j ij:er«t in anygatlvw*
p i&pl&hut whkKh veryn)ften l»#* *
There is a common, although
wanderedabout in strictprivacy,,
The issueof same-8«XQriertta,- mistaken,association of homotiott mouses very strong distant sexuality with<hitd abtise> Jsysfa
proved torn $ot«^ Which ttW*rt$ pe*jt thi$ ^sOtfiation *«*Up hex
many people who Wonderabout cause when Voy$ arc sexually
their ownflrientation do notfeel abused*most often theperpeltafree to t&lk about this- with uth> torls male.Sinc^heahhy,whole*
*m. £«*#!*, *« te& ****** ** sorne^dr^pectablerttod«l$ ui
s^frug gle With their qaetrtfrnnt homosexwaiparinerahipsareofr
about what to do about the dis* ten not very visible, the expericowry of this mnat ^ersanat &t» ence of sexual abuse provides
tri^ufe1h*3lx>«ehne$^*t«)Bt«)iing what *<*m& to b<j the:wtfy data
largely(torn Hhefear »i what oth> AbouthomosexualityJtisacrime,
era wouldthinkordoif theylcrwsw howeveryto approach childrenfox
about *hfe fllr^ggte/so^feulea b*X and people who do so ate
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Colby is one of a few institutions of
higher education which offers the
StaffWriter
grand gesture of an exit interview.
Second semester seniors have Before you go,you get to say how it
spent their last four years accumu- was.
Kind of like eating at Pizza Hut,
lating ideas and opinions about the
institution at which they chose to only without the cool placemats.
Admittedly,it is more than a lot
spend $24,000 a year. As eager and
of
schools
d.Q,, which is. noble..But
excited high school, seniors,, they
do
not
take
it for more than it is
had interviewsand were sometimes
worth.
Essentially,
nothing. After
fortunate enough to meeta number
four
years
seniors
have
a lot of ideas
of professors, such as Charlie
about
what
is
uniquely
and wholly
Bassett,who was at an alumni meeting in Chicago. After watching a right about this school and what is
short film about Colby, featuring a intrinsically wrong. But the exit inhealthy game of frisbee, terview will not have any effect on
prospecrives'many questions were these very important factors.
I can hear that sensitive, sugary,
answered withpatience and enthucrinkled
brow response, 'Thank
siasm.
This very positive impression, you for sharing." A quick, firm
along withvisits to Mayflower Hill, squeeze of the hand, and an usherare the most significant reasons for ing out of the door. Psychologistudents' matriculation at this in- cally, it is a relief. But in reality
stitution. So now, hand grasping those heartfelt , well thought-out
the doorknob to the next stage of four years of insider wisdom are
education, second semester seniors not going to change anything. We
receive a notice in their mailboxes. will always be forced to buy 21

BY AMIRA BAHU

meals a week even if we barely eat
14. Certain underground fraternities will always be granted a sense
of autonomy, despite their blatant
violation of school code. Minority
students will continue to be wooed
here under false pretenses of social
and racial harmony.
Due to the demonstrations for a
greater voice in the executive decisions of the College last spring, students have made great strides in
student voice and expression. Now
we may have a voice, but we mig ht
as well be talking to the wind. Just
like all bureaucracies,you give your
money but have almost nothing to
say about how it is used.
Which leaves us where? The Exit
Interview. A unique and generous
gesture by Colby. But only a gesture. And for all you seniors out
there making a list and checking it
twice, do not get your hopes up.
This may seem like the North Pole
sometimes, but there ain't no Santa
ClausO

How do you feel about Project Inward?
Kenneth Dupuis '94
"I'm not sure how much we can
solve since people haven't had
much contact with the problem. In
my dorm it was a bunch of the
majority trying to figure out what
the minority is feeling."

Christian Citarella '95
"I think It was very informative,
and it got people talking. I like the
structure, and only the dinner discussions were mandatory."

Jonathon Yormak '93
"I didn 't appreciate being
treatedlikcachildbybeing forced
to go with my meal credit taken
away. It should have been optional."

Tiffany Taylor '94
"I missed both of them and went
to Big G's instead. I wish I'd gone
though. I feel like a social miscast."

Kim Serajian '93
"I feel there was a need for it.
From what I understand, it was
well-conceived...poorly executed ."
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Stu-A calls Echo alternati ve unlikely

I just wanted to take a minute to respond to the article in last weeks's Echo by Amira Bahu about publications
at Colby. This is my fifth year at Colby and not a few of those years were spent involved with the Student
Association, the body which provides funding for most of the student publicaitons.
Student publications come and go. They are at the mercy of the motivaiton of individual students.
Publications which we have had in the past five years alone but do not have now include, The Colby Crossfire,
Borborygmus, The Colby Review (not to be confused with the Northeast Undergraduate Review) and the
Response. Add to this a mumber of newsletters which have come from clubs such as the Democrats, Republicans
etc., and you see that publicatons come and go with amazing rapidity.
While I don 't dispute the need for altcrantive viewpoint to the Echo, I can understand the Student
Association 's unwillingness to lay out the dollars to start yet another student publicaiton. Last year, the Student
Association extended a $3,000 loan to the Response with the understanding that it would be paid back through
advertising revenue. Well there is no Response, no ads and no money. The year bejore, the Student Association
allocated $1,800 to fund Borborygmus. Well Borborygmusnever happened and that was $1,800 unavailable for
other uses.
While I think the reasons outlined in the Echo to justif y another publication are most laudable, I could hardly
advise the Student Associaton to lend their financial support given the lack record of student interest in such
ventures.
What I would advocate is a push by the students to make WMHB more mainstream. An outlet for a variety
of opinions, campus news and other things of interest to the student body is broad casting from Roberts Union
24 hours a day. Yet, because of the program fonnat , onl y a small minority of the campus tunes in with any
regularity.
1 would encourage students to make better use of the media which alread y exists on campus rather than create
more of the same.
David S. Jorgcnscn '92
Asst. Director of Student Activities

Covne ' s hockev pessimism unwarrant ed

^fM ©
As a liber al arts college, Colby aims at educating and
en r k n i n g its students in many areas, sen ding us forth into tlie
world as well-rounded, intelligent capable human beings.
i -i- l '¦:>¦' start being intelli gent and capable now.
N e x t m o n t h the faculty will vote on a proposal to equaliz e
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n of s t u d e n t s , f a c u lty and administration on the
v i r i o n .-, c o m m i t t e e s which shape College policy. Some con- id p r ii• ; . too inexperienced to have a say hi academic matters.
•'.. )ur :v: :: In concern should be the social scene; leave academics
•:o the I'. r- .- wn-ups.
(: ¦:.'.' •> ¦ -::v s t u d e n t s are not capable of holding intelli gent
o;. 'r ;in r: 7 about our academics, the admissions office is not
doing it.s job.
Stu dents should have a say in ac ad emics, in w hich w e have
the greatest stake. Education is our primary purpose in being
at Colby, we deserve to have input in educational policy,
n i h i e i i r ; , f inancial aid and other issues which have a direct
imp act on students. We should have an equal voice on these
c o m m i t t e e : -..
Th is is not a power play on the part of the student body.
T h i s is a b o u t Colby students taking an active role in influencing o u r education. It is still our education.

Is Colby headed for a dry campus?

Two weeken ds ago five Maine state liquor inspectors came
onto our campus to follow the Joka 's and TUm City delivery
people. The peop le m a k i ng the deliveries checked IDs b u t
after the IDs were checked and tlie p ayments were made the
liquorinspectorsstepped in and checked the IDsagain against
t heir own records. If the IDs were found to be fake the IDs
were returned to the student and a fine was levied against the
delivery person.
Why shoul d this situati on concern the Colby student using
a f a k e I D ? The answer is: if this keeps up Elm City and/ oka 's
will accumulate enoug h violations to . have their liquor licenses revoked. But before that happens they will stop deliver ing to Colb y stu dents to avoid the risk of getting another
inf t action. Colby is prob a bl y the largest sourc e o f business for
Bi g Ii ill and joey Joka b u t they would rather lose our business
t han have their license revoked and go out of business comp letely .
W h i l e this p loy t o d r y up the Colb y ca mpus reek s of
.u l i i i i n i s t r a l i v e i n v o l v e m e n t there is n o t m u c h s t u d e n t s can do
.m oid it. hake IDs are illeg al; p lain an d s imp l e. If s t u d e n t s
w a u l joka 's an d film C i t y to continue r e n d e r i n g their "serv ices " lo the Colb y c o m m u n i ty , don 't us e fake IDs. Leave the
) l;M'ing of alcohol to the 21 -year-olds. If the use of fake IDs
7< ml in ues, having beer delivered jt oy piirduor m ay become b u t
i i'.un l memory.

I would like to address Jac Coyne 's February 25th article headed "Thankfull y, end is nea r for hockey."
jac, it bothers me that you feel we can only be thankful for our season to end because, in your eyes, our season
was not a success. We made great strides this season , one of which was building a foundation for future success
under new Head Coach Scott Borek. This year 's team had four seniors: Bart Rickard s, whose season prematurel y
ended due to a knee injury, Mike Genco, Rob Danis and John Veilleux , both of whom are p laying their first hockey
seaso n s, thinks to the opportunity given them b y Conch Borek. Do you feel they are thankfull y and eagerl y
waitin g for the season and their career to end?
Personall y, 1 am "njoving this year 's hockey season and am sad to see it come to an end. Yes, we have a losing
record (5-16-1) , but winning isn 't everything. If it was, 1 wouldn 't play hockey or baseball here at Colby because,
while on these teams, 1 have never experienced a w i n n i n g record. I get a chill down my sp ine every time 1 "lace
em up " for a game and this feeling is totally blind ton win-loss record . 1 feel my days arc limited as a hockey player
for 1 have only one season remaining. To be sincere , I dread the day when it will end , whether my team is 0-24

or 24-0.
tv e rv p layer on t i n s team , along w i t h ltorek and Assistant Coach Uavid berard , made a commitment to
rebuild this hockev program which was d ominant just a short time ago. Jac , the Colb y hockey pr ogram doesn't
need this typ e of- negative exp osure when it is trying to t u r n thin g s around. What we need is people excited about
the hockey season., not t h a n k f u l for the day it ends.
Just be carefu l the noxt time you make an a s s u mp t i o n , because you mig ht find you are onl y sp eaking for
yourself and r:< >: for the athletes who spend endless hours training, practicing and competing for the enjoyment
of athletics.
__
_
.
. —__
1
Keith Cleason '9
„ ^,
.
Dw 3 * o;i larg e number of submissions , the remainder or this week s letters
will be prin ted in the next edition of The Colb y Echo.
Colbv Hockev

Insensi t ive Top Ten perpe t ua t es object ifica t ion
This letter is intended for the five witty first-yea r men and any Echo reader out there who, while perusing last
week's paper, chuckled at the Top Ten list.
To the writers of this hardl y riv eting and hi g hly unhumurous pi ece, the reason "Freshman guys get no play" is
because imbe cilic sexist men like yourselves find insolent jabs at women comical. Your list did nothin g more than
imp l y that you think of women as sex toys. Your objectification is insulting, degrading and perpetuates societal male
domination. The list is outrageous and disgusting.
Would you be interested in some other reasons? You refer to sex as "gettin g some p lay, " talk of getting a woman
drunk enoug h to get th is said "p lay " and imp ly throug h various other not so subtle plays on word s (fo r instance
numbers 8 and 6: "If Bates sucks, who 's that Bowdoin gi rl?" and "Don 't know whether to liquor or not. "), that a
woman is nothin g more than a game or a toy to be p layed with as you please.
This can revea l no more than tho fact that you boys are asinine , insensitive and so ill-informed that the mere
thoug ht o( ,i w it nan even speaking with you boggles the mind . If you haven 't fi gured out why you 're feeling so
lonel y and lejvctod yet , then I'd do a little soul searching and , until then , stay home and p lay with yourselves.
Robin J. Lau/on '93

The Real Top Ten reasons why Colby women will not give guys "play"
BY AMY KL B O RRELL , KATHRYN COSGROVE , ME A DOW DIBBLE , RE G IN A LJP OV SKY , MOLLI S
RENDLEMEN , SHANNON ROY AND ASDIS TIJORSTEIN SSON
K) . I f r , guy asks for "p lay " he should be sent to TOYS R US.
9. Blue I. 'g ht Specials are at K - Mart , and women are not for sale.
5. Men , if you arc looking for a suck e r , swallow your own.
7. The comm ands "heel , st a y, be;;" are for your c log , not for a woman.
6. Ma:-;c t l i n i l y does not come in a bottle ,
5. We a r . n ot w a l k i n gf G-spols;
us.
clon ' l push
l
'
l
'1. Ii' men continue to compa re women to cable, cable 's going lo lie
the onlv thing that is coming.
r i

c >

''> . I' m s imp s are the least comp licated t h i n g about us.
?. News flash: y ou r brain is not located in your underwear , so slop
think i ng with your penis.
'. . if you found last week's "Top Ton " funny, find the humor in this :
A .. least 225 Colby women will bo raped....
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Proj ect Inward full of bright ideas and bad organization
LIFE 'S A BEECH

By Hannah Beech

C olb y always has 101 wond er ful idea s abou t how to improve the
campus. Unfor tunat ely, carr ying
t hroug h with enthusiasm pro ves
problema tic since orga nization
never was a key concep t at this
school.
Take the shining example of
Projec t Inward.
Respondin g to the overwhelm ing student initiative to discuss such
sensi t ive issues as ra cism and
homop hobia , t he school wisel y decided to bring students together in
each dorm to mull over these topics. The goal was not a gran d scheme
solu tion to these momen tous probl ems , bu t just a simp le dinner discussion.
Fine and dand y idea. Three
genuin echeers fora libera l arts education. But something got lost between the windup and release. The
ball fell just flat of the stud ent body.
Perha ps the most blatant orga niza tional boo-boo was the choice
of 5 p.m. on Thursdays f or the discussions. Why pick the one day

when schedules are reelin g from
t he Spotlight Lectures which push
labs and pra ctices further back? At
a time when those who have lab or
athletic practic e would be just finishing up their experiments or
warm -down laps , Seilers is servin g
dinner. Even worse , many professors were not notified of the discussions and had t o cu t shor t t heir
lect ures so st uden t s could go and
eat an unappetiz ing dinner.
Discoun ting Tuesdays due to
senior seminars , any ot her day
would hav e been a better choice.
St uden t s can and should be able t o
spare a few ni gh t s of t heir seme st er
for Pro ject Inwar d. But , wha t a
dumb day of the week to choose.
Second , good or at least edible
food is key for attrac tin g students.
Residen t Assista nts have learned
t his lesson b y scheduling hall meetings wi th plen ty of snacks. One faculty associate who does not get to
t as t e Seilers of t en, t ook one bi t e and
decided t o ea t lef t overs wh en he
go t home. Nice to know Seilers
saves money by serving us dorm
dinner food which a f aculty
residen t 's dog would no t even eat.

Disp elling *gay myths
BY JAN MUNR OE
Guest Writer

Scxu.i l ori entati on—whether

one is a tt rac te d t o members of

one 's own or the opposi te sex—is
n matter which concer ns man y
peop le but which is very often
wondered abou t in strict privac y.
The issue of same-sex orien tatiort arouses very strong disappr ova l from some, which means
many people wh o wonder about
theirown orienta tion do not feel
fre e lo talk about this with others. Peo p le are left alone to
strugg l e with their question s
about wha t lo do about the discover y of this most personal attrib ut e. The loneliness / stcmmin g
largely from the fear of wha t others would think or do if the y knew
about this stru gg le, contribu tes
to depression and feelings of

^

^^

Nex t t ime, t he a tt endance a t t he
meetin gs will probably dro p not
from lack of in t eres t in t he subjec t,
bu t from lack of desire to eat pasta
slosh. The telep hone lines from
WHOP to Hunan Legends buzzed
busil y the last two Thursda ys. Now,
wi t h poor food quali ty, the takeou t joints will rack up even more
dollars.
There were other random or ganiza tional problems. First , ins t ead
of a mora torium on eventsoccurin g
a t t he same t ime , as ha pp ens wi th
t he Spotlig ht Lecture , Moosepri n ts
overflowed with other interesting
and importan t options. Furthermore, some dorms had t o wai t for
over an hour to even get Caleb
Cook's thou ght-provokin g movie
because not enou gh cop ies wer e
made.
The College canno t take the
blame for those who could come
bu t instead decided to hibernate in
their rooms. But the ones who did
showu p d eserved a li tt le more t han
the prog ram ' s disor ga nization.
Such confu si o n onl y hur ts discussion of t he serious i ssues t h e Col lege is t ry ing to confront.G

Exit Interviews seen as phony and futile
BY AMIRA BAHU

hop elessness which can result in
ttanriul orsuicid albehavior. The
fears are not un r ealisti c—others
rout inel y make j okes about
" queers " and demons tr ate contempt wi thout being aware that
gay people or their relatives or
f riends are present in an ygatherinE There is a common , althou g h
mis taken , a ssociation of homosexuality with child abuse. I suspect this association is set up because wh en boys are sexual l y
abused , mos t often the perpetrator is male. Since health y, wholesome and respectable models of
homosexual partnersh ips are often not very visible, the experience of sexu al abuse provid es
what seems to be the onl y data
abouthomosexu aUly.lt isa crime ,
howeve r , to approach children for
sex and peop le wh o do so are
See MYTHS on p age 5.

^

Staff Wri ter

Second sem es te r seniors have
spent their last four years accumulating ideas and opinions about the
ins t i t u t i on a t which they chose to
sp end 524 ,000 a year. As eager and
excited high school seniors , thev
had interviews and were sometimes
fortunate enough to meet a number
of p rofess ors , such as C h a r l i e
Bass ett , who wa s a t an alumn i m eet ing in Chicago. After watchin g a
shor t film about Colby, featurin g a
of
frisbee ,
heal t h y ga me
pros pective.'/ man y questions were
answered wi th patience and enthu siasm.
l nis very positive imp ression ,
a long wi t h v i si t s to May flow er Hill ,
are the most significant reasons ror
studen ts ' ma t ricula t i o n a t t his in stitution. 'So now , hand gras p ing
the doorknob to the noxt sta ge of
ed u ca t ion , second semester seniors
receive a no tice in thoir mailboxes.

Colb y is one ot a few institutions of
hi g her education which offers the
grand gesture of an exit interview.
Before you go , vou get to sav how it
was .
Kind of like eating at Pizza H u t ,
onlv w i t h o u t the cool p lacemats.
Admittedl y, it is more than a lot
of schools do ,_ which is noble. But
do not take it for more than it is
worth. Essentiall y , n o t h i n g . After
four years seniors havo a lot of ideas
about what is uni quely and wholl y
ri g ht about t h i s school and what is
intrinsically wrong . But the exit interview will not have any effect on
these very i m p o r t a n t factors.
I can hear that sensitive , sugary,
crinkled brow resp onse, "Thank
you for sharing . " A qui ck , firm
squeeze of the hand , and an ushering out of the door. Psycholog ically , it is a relief. But in reality
those heartfelt , well thou g ht-out
four years of insider wisdom are
n ot going to chan ge an y thin g . We
will alwa y s b e forced to buy 21

meals a week > ". on ir v-e baro/v eat
14. Certain inv." erg round fraternities will a l w ay s '¦.•¦: • ly antod a sense
of a u t o n o m y , n c - p i t e ihc-ir hiatal 1 !
violation of scra -o; code. M i n o r i t y
s t u d e n t s will e n n d n '.;e to Ix w . -aed
here u n d e r false pretenses oi social
and racial h a r m o ny .
Uue to tno d e m o n s t r a t i o n s m r , :
greater voice in the executive decisionsof the College last spring , sti:
dents havo made great strid es in
student voice and expression. Now
we mav havo a voice , but w > :¦; :>;! ;;
as well be talking to the wi n,..;. , u-a
like a 11 bureaucracies , vou g i\ e •¦' ' .::
money b u t h a w almost n o t h i n g le
sav a bo tit how it is used .
Which leaves us where? Tho 1-ixit
Interview. A u n i que and generou s
gesttire by Colby . But onlv a gesture. And for all you seniors out
there m a k i n g a list and checking it
twice , do not get vour hopes up .
This mav seem like the Nort h Polo
sometimes , but t h e r e ain ' t no Santa
Clans. J

How do y ou feel abou t Projec t I nwar d ?
K enneth Du p uis '9-1
"I' m no t sure h o w mu c h w o c an
solve since peop le haven ' t had
much con tact with the problem. In
my d orm it was a hunch of the
maj o ri t y t ry ing to fi gur e out what
the minorit y i s feelin g."

Chris t ian Ci t ar olla '95

"I think it wns very informativ e,
nnd it got peop le talking. I like the
st ruc t ure 1 , and onl y the dinne r discussions woro mandatory. "
¦

j on.ilhon Yormak '93
"\ didn ' t a pp reciate being
treat ed likenchild b y b e ing forced
to go with my meal credit taken
away. It should have been optional. "

'

n

Tiffany Tay lor 'lM
"I mi ssed bolhof them and wont
to Bi g G' s instead. 1 wish I'd gone
though , I feel like a social miscast. "

Kim Sorajiaii ''> .' >
"1 fe el there was a need toi it
From what I understa nd , ii w a- .
e\
w e l l - c o r n e i c e d .. ] 'not 1 v
re nted . "
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| IF VOU HAVE NOT PAID YOUR
;S|SENIOR WEEK DUES,DO IT NOW!!!
Aj l THEV ARE DUE NO LATER THAN
g|Jj 1 1:59 PM ON APRIL 1. AT WHICH
BE
THE
TIME
LIST
WILL
FINAL
^M
BE
NO
^M COMPILED. THERE WILL
|
|
|EXCEPTIONS TO THIS DEADLINE!
SENIOR
NOT
A
IS
WEEK
LIKE
g|
|[
^| STUDENT CENTER PART Y,YOU
Ol| CANT GET IN FOR FREE!! MAKE
l
| YOUR CHECKS PAYABLE FOR
$50.00 TO "COLBY COLLEGE
M
iplS SENIOR CLASS" AND SEND THEM
TOTIMS
ESTON,
BOX
7248.
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Severance leads woman's track to ECACs i Swimmers rely on individuals
vs *BY CHRIS DAVENPORT
f % Asst Sports Editor

Although she calls herself an
"indoor track underachiever" who
does "just enough to make Coach
Aitken happy,"Michelle Severance
'94 has boasted performances for
Colby women's track that would
make any coach content.
"S he cer tainly has made me
h appy," said Head Coach Debbie
~ ¦ . Aitken.
.
It is amazing Aitken was not
upsetwhen her star runner decided
to stay home forthe Division I championships last weekend to prepare
for the Eastern College Athletic
Conference [ECAC] Championships this week. In her supposed
"weekoff"shedid manageto sneak
in a 1,000 meter race last Thursday
at the Last Chance Meet.
- "Michelle really does not like
^
the indoor season," said Aitken.
"But it's. hard to prepare for the
short outdoor season without running indoors. Even though she's a
year-round runner she's not a yearround competitor."
"I took the week off partly to
prepare for ECACs, and the the
^
Division I's were optional, so I
stayed,"- said Severance. "It also
gave me the chancetorun the 1,000."
; "The 1,000 is a fun race for Michelle," said Aitken. "It's a short fast
race that she likes."
Her training was not reduced in
¦

her time off either. Although she
did not compete last weekend, her
workoutswere as rigorousas usual.
'Taking the weekoff from Division
I' s was a break from the competi-

o

•

BYDEREK PLUNKETT
Staf f W riter

•

Twenty-two other members of
the women's track team have qualified with Severance for the ECACs
this weekend at Bowdoin College. The Mules placed 18th
out of approximately 30 teams
last year and are looking for a
top ten finish this time around.
"We were a much weaker
team last year," said Aitken.
"We should finish ahead of
[18th], but I don't see us any
higher than 8th or 10th place.
It's a very competitive meet."
Severance will not be the
only one to put points on the
board for the Mules this weekend. Jen Hartshorn '95 should
have one of the top seeds for
the 800 meter race. Christine
Messier '95 improved her personal best time in the 1000
meters by more than three secphoto by YuhgoYamaguchi ondsatlastweek'sLastChance
meet and should fare well if
Michelle Severance '94
she can do the same this weekprepares for the ECACs.
end."She'simprovingbyleaps
tion," said Aitken,"but she has run and bounds," said Aitken.
all week on an individual basis."
Brooke Lorenzen '95 has a
chance
of placing in the 20 pound
Depending on how the national
standings comeout,Severance may weight throw, as do both the 4 by 8
get the opportunity to run the 1,000 and 4 by 4 relay teams. The winter
again at ECACs as well as the 4 by indoor season drawsto an end with
the ECACs with the exception of
8 relay for Colby.
"Last year I won the 1,000 and the few who qualify for nationals in
set a meet record at ECACs," said two weeks. The rest of the team is
Severance. "This year I 'm pretty now looking forward-to the spring
much at the same place so I should and getting outdpors .Q

BBUBBKBHBHBBBlHMaBaHBBBBB anaBMBKEi ^MH ^aiaan ^B^^ HMMn

This past weekend eleven members of the Colby women's swim
team traveled to Wesleyan University to competent the Women'sNew
Eng land Championships against
swimmers from 30 other schools.
As a team, Colby placed 15th
out of the 31 schools competing.
"We were pleased with our performance considering that the meet
was so highly competitive," said
Coach Sheila Cain. "This was the
fastest meet in the country except
for the nationals in a couple weeks."
Caroline Bird '96 , Suzie Girard
'93 and Alyson Angino '95 swam
personal best times in their respective events. The White Mules'r elay
teams also performed well in the
competition.
Colby's strongest relay was the
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This weekend the men's swimming team travels to Williams College to compete in the competitive
N ew Eng land Championships.
The Mules will be sending 11
swimmers to Williams for the three
day competition.
Because of the strong competition expected at the championships,
the Mules will focus more on individual performances than on their
placement at the tournament.
"At last year's meet we broke a
lot of school records and we are
hoping to break a few more this
year," said Cain. "We have a strong
squad with experience,but it's such
a tough meet that anything can happen," said Cain. Q
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Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:
a full Macintosh line for all your needs.
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200 medley relay made up of Bird,
Girard, Kary l Brewster '93 and
Kamin McClelland '94.

p hoto by Yuhgo Yamaguchi

Michael Saad '93.
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Affile
We new
Madnlosh Cenlris 610.

Right now, your Apple Campus Reseller has the most affordable new
line of full-featured Macintosh"computers ever.Therefc the Apple" Macintosh
Color Classic"-a solid performer at a remarkable price. The Macintosh
LC III , which runs 50% faster than its top-selling predecessor, tlie LC II. And,
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Madnlosb LCIII.

for even more power, the Macintosh Centris'" 610. See these new computers
today at your Apple Campus Reseller.Where you'll get special student pricing,
as well as service during college?And experience die powerof Macintosh. *&>
The power more college students choose. The power to be your best'.' w„

For all of your computer needs visit the "Macintosh Office "
at the Colby Bookstore in Roberts Union or call 872-3336
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Men's Basketball (19-3)
Colby 87 UMB 71
Colby 79 Bates 67
Colby 52 Bowdoin 51

Men's Hockey (5-16-1)
Colby6St. Anselrn 4
Babson 5 Colby 2
end of Season

Final season leaders:
Paul Butler '93,
19 pts, 10.7 reb, 60% FG
Matt Gaudet '95,
14.3 pts, 5.7 ass., 3.8 reb
Chip Clark '94,
12.9 pts, 2.6 ass., 2.6 reb
Greg Walsh '95,
7.5 pts, 2.5 reb
Dave Stephens '96,
5.6 pts, 3.7 reb, 63% EG
Gary Bergeron '94,
4.4 pts, 52% 3pt FG
Rob Carbone '93,
4.1 pts, 47% 3pt FG
Glenn McCrum '94,
3.9 pts, 58% 3pt FG
Jason Dorion '93,
1.4 pts, 37 assists
''

weeks in a row."
If he can clear 15' at the Eastern College Athletic Conference
[ECAC] championships at Bates
College this weekend he will
break the Colby record. If he can
clear 15'5" he will qualify for nationals.
"He almost has [15']," said
Wescott. "All he has to do is just
get over it. He's working with a
new pole, and with some fine
tuning adjustments! thinkhecan
get it. He doesn't get intimidated
when he's going against tougher
competition. He has the ability to
remain very level headed while
still staying aggressive."
"15' is my goal for next week,"
said Saam. "I think my chances
are pretty good. It nearly happened last weekend. It all depends on how practice goes this
weekend , but 1 5'5 " might be
pushing it for next week."
Working with Wescott has
helped the freshman get better
quickly. In one season of competition Saam has improved his
hei ght by an entire foot and has
come close to pushing the bar up
another 5".
"Wescott has helped me a lot,"
said Saam. "He's got a different
philosophy and just tries to make
it feel natural. He knows what

Women placed 15th at N.
E. Championships at
Wesleyan
Upcoming Meets :
3/5-7N.E. Championships
at Williams (men)
3/11-13 NCAA D.m
Championships at
EmoryU. (women)

end of regular season

Men's and Women's
Skiing

leading scorer:
Keith Gleason '94 27 goals
Next year 's captain :
Gleason
Assistant Captains:
Alex Moody '94 and
Brian Pompeo '95
End of Season Awards:
Coaches Award: Gleason
Elsworth W. Millet Award:
Moody

Men and women placed
8th out of 18 at
Middlebury College
Division I Eastern
Championships
end of season
Men 's Indoor Track
3/6 ECAC Championship
at Bowdoin (men)

Men's Squash

Women's Indoor Track

3rd place at National
Intercollegiate Squash
Association Tournament at
Princeton, N.J.

J>

continuedf r ompage 16.

Men 's and Women 's
Swimming

j

ECAC Playoffs
3/6 #2 Colby vs.
#3 Worcester St. @ 2
3/10 ECAC semifinal @
higher seed
3/13ECAC fina l at
higher seed

TRACK

Women 's Squash
(end of season)

[

3/6 ECAC Championship
at Bates

Af ^tjr* ***
he's talking about."
e

•

a

The rest of the men'strack team
is looking to give a solid performance at the ECAC championships this weekend at Bates College, to help make the transition
to the spring outdoor season.
"We're just looking for a good
showing," said Wescott. "We're
not looking for a team title but a
chance for the team to shine at the
end of the season and to gain
momentum for the spring."
John Dunbar '95 has momentum after coming off his personal
best time in the mile last weekend
at the New England championships. Kenneth Ongalo-Obote '94,
Zach Nightingale '95, Jake
Churchill '96 and Dunbar are coming off a school record-breaking
time as the mile relay team.
Football's own Chris Fossella
'95 and Matt Morrissey '95 will
combine their speed in the 55meter dash. Freshmen pair Don
Saucier and Ken Wilson stand a
good chance of high-legging it into
the finals of the hurdling events.
"This is a transition to another
season," said Wescott. 'It is different from basketball,which goes
into the ECAC's to win it all and
then are done. We still have the
spring season to think about."Q
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Presidents ' Council Minutes

II.

'

Absent (excused): Tennett , Dupuis; (unexcused) : McKee, Either

&n$ll

Special Speakers/All Campus Committee Reports

flffifflH

A.

*

E.

Smoking Issue: Students may only smoke in their rooms or outside of the dorms. Skip Harris proposed that we support the
guidelines established in the Student Handbook. PC approve d this unanimously.
Election Timeline: Student Affairs has dropped their proposal to change the timing of campus elections.
Hall Chair s Necessary?: PC is looking into ridding of Hall Chairs. Most of their duties should be performed by Hall Presidents , as stated in job descriptions. This may cause problems , especially in bigger halls. Bill will talk to Joyce about giving
these assistants voting pov/er for Hall Council.
We are standing behind our Religious Holidays Proposal. With support of President Cotter and Janice Seitzinger, it will be
voted on at next month's faculty meeting. Hall Presidents will be t alking with professors to rally up support.
Committee Equalization: Proposal almost passed at faculty meeting. PC members will be talking to professors and explain -

F.

Cable: Cable was turned on in some fortunate halls in Johnson and Chaplin Commons. The rest of the halls are all wired , but

KBffli ' , ,
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A.

Proposal Regarding College Funding of Applied Music Lessons: Eric Kemp presented a proposal which would allow non-music
majors with sufficient music theory backgrounds to tak e applied music lessons for credit at no charge. Hall Presidents will take
this issue back to the halls for feedback. Thi s proposal will also be brought to the Trustees in the future.

' '
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Passed: Unanimous

B.
C.
" /' ; ;
r *;
, '

D.

Respectfull y Submitted ,
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We'vejbu ndthe hottestpkwesat thelowestp r i c e s

Tales from the stairmaster
- I subscribe to tJescartes* theory of a healthy miner and-fcody*I
believe the two are iBteiseonnected, So* after j »«Uing over the
intricacies of Federalist 10 <« a Confucian,analectsI like to get
physical
: For fhoseof vs On IVIayftaWer Hill whoenjoy the physicalarts,
th*fieldhovseis owcr second home,our auictuaryvA$ any good
scribe would,jf recognized the need for o«r storyto he told.
It's o$uallyarouttd2;jp,«uwfaettlpull upto meiroatdoorof M $he
houseof pain.*t notice Several Xeroxedbulletinsplastered,all over
the glassdoor^TherearepmbaMymore announcementsh.erethan
on jfhe Student A«sodationl>uEeUiil>oatti.) One .sheet posts the
hoursifee springteamswill fee practicing h* the fMdhouse*I try
adding all the different schedules-up and subtracting from the
hott*s*he lieidhoweIsope8,Al^^
the rest of us.are left the 4r$a.m> shift for physical exertion*Call it
a.graceperiod,.
I may Want fo play somebasketball,so I take a left into the Gym.
Big rrdstake*lite construction teBngpteceherewitt makethe r»ew
central artery project in Boston look like a pile of Xegos<
1immediately find myself caught up in a bizarre network of
detoursand feellikea rnopsemsarneqementedfab experiment.Ear
thosewho have not seen it/ it is a labyrinth similar to where Jack
Nicholson;met his maker m *The Shining*I wonder if i may not
suffer the same fate*
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Let's Go: • Europe • Italy • Britain & Ireland • France

Afterbarely escaping, never havingactaally seen the gym floor s

recreational locker rooms* J am a
J head to the locker 100ms. The
recreationalathlete^cfotssif led oy the chambersin whichI dres$*We
are a closeknit bunchy we recrea ti onalathletes*After all,aren't most
oppressed groups? We have one toilet, one sink and asaima,
I decide to seewhat we're missing,I decide to take a self-guided
tour of the varsitylocker room. Vmnot impressed.I noticethereare
nodooxs on thebathroom stalls and dismissit as one of two things:
(1) the doors Were last in last summer's fire or(2)abrzarreWhitrnare
motivational tactic Inventory; 20 showers and eight toilets* No
sauna. I decide We '*rec" athletes aren 't missing muchand figure I
better inform the rest of the fellasBecause I have been blessed wi th a wonderfully imperfectset of
shins,1am privyto thenew sports medicine facilities hereat Colby*
ifs a very impress!vefadlity, not to mention theroosthopphV place
on. campus hy 3 p.m.,
I sign in as a matter of routine. Forget Offsides/ this sign-in sheet
is where my creativity really shines through. Under SPORT* MI
usually pnt huugeeju mping/ cliff*diving or,if I am in a particularly
jovial mood,power-lounging.
Everything is high-techand up to date—except the magazine
selection-While rm chilliVotifc in the whirlpool,I usually like to do
some reading to pass the time,I ftgure all of theperio dicalsavailable
are at least one year old. I read them anyway- Never know what I
might have missed about the Woody-Mia breakup* By the way* I
reallythink this Perot %uy has a chance ...
feeli ng 110percent better,t limp out of the training room,and
almost get flattened by a bunch of pre-pwbescent Waterville Chris
MulKn wanna-bes. Looks like 1got caughtin thecross fire of a hi gh
intensity, high impact game of hide-and-go-seek, t suppose if it
keeps them off the mea n Elm City streets *„
1 pass the vending machines* Foregoing the temptation to find
out what "Soup-Chicken. FJavor"tastes like, I make my way down
to ground £<*«•:the trade
1jump tun a life cycle and $tart pedaling* 1soon start to sweat and
am well on my way to better living*Jam still convinced that I will
maJceU to the far wall of the fieldhouse if I pedal fast enough. I bet
Super Pave could do it*
1decide to yteit a different venuoaud opt forthe Nautilus room
overlookingthe swimmingpool, I have learned that,in anticipation
of New England's the Colby swimmers arc doing everything humanly possible to^ weigh themselves down and cause resistance
during practise* One woman refuses to shAVe her legs, while one
malcswiromerWearsspandcx.I thinkanothcr carries an anvil in his
back pocket, Haven't these folks heard of carbo-loading?
I strap myaelf into some medieval torture device and do repetitions until iny kntM Mt down $0m«wherc around my ankles, Call
me a glutton forptintehmenl,
Feeling limber, I decide (o call it quits, I pass the men distance
runners on my way back down to the training room, let's just say
Oieytfrc not setting any trends when it come*to personal grooming,
in particular, hair fityliu g. I'm not sure whether I witnessed a pre*
tun qlreldi or a prayer meeting of the Buddhist monks of Colby
(B^iaCi.).
to^owwv
tog irt nt Captain
(litest the trailingroom rUfial, this time itfgnj
toil Albftfto. As I sinkmy legs into tho subzero temperatures of the
cold whirlpool, I b^gm to think i wpulrf he hetjer of f getting Ultra*
Sowhdef^tfi«^tlnu^lo»|irti>;inJ ^n^^^h^
.'.JP v w
'
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• Germany, Austria & Switzerland • Greece & Turkey
• Israel & Egypt • Spain & Portugal • London • Paris • Rome
• Mexico • U.S.A. • New York Ctty • Washington,D.C.
Pacific Northwest,Western Canada & Alaska
• California & Hawaii
Let 's Go,Inc.
«
A SUBSIDIARY OF HARVARD STUDEWT ACEMCiES, INC.
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LSAT*GMAT*GRE

No mat fter wh ich one y ou 're taking, Ka p lan can hel p you

maximize your scoring potential , teaching you exactly
what the test covers and effective test-taking strategies.

PREPARE NOW FOR
THE JUNE EXAMSJ
On-Campus Classes:
QMAT...February 23
LSAT....March 3
Call today to register!
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AtMetes sacrifice sleep for 'competitive success
Sunrise practices burden p lay ers of most teams
BY JAC COYNE
StaffWriter

photo by Yuhgo Yamaguchi

Creighton McDonald '95 works the stick at a 6 a.nu practice.

/

Scheduling and class conflicts
are forcing some spring teams to
h old practice at the crack of dawn
once a week. Trekking down to the
field house at 6 a.m. is teaching
many athletes the value of time
spent under the covers, as well as
new found dedication to the team.
The extended winter season
which keeps the Colby campus
white into spring, combined with
limited space available in the field
house, causes teams to suffer
through a morning practice on a
rotationalbasis. This tactic of morning practices is not new for Colby
athletes,however.This winterHead
Hockey CoachScott Borek deemed
it necessary for the team to have
6:30a.m.practicesbecause of a large
amount of class conflicts among his
players.
Surprisingly,the reaction to the
early seasonshas been favorable by
both the coaches and players. 1
don't mind [the early practices]/'
said Head Lacrosse Coach Dave
Zazzaro. "We get the whole place
to ourselves and it's quiet."
The solitude of the early hours
provides the coach and playerswith
a quiet atmosphere in which they
can concentrate. Part of the purpose of morning practices is to alleviate the congestion in the
fieldhouse. but coaches also eniov

moi/Trjaiigp 6£&m»
*

** Softball Coaek
Lowca HaIXdorso&

the practices at the crack of dawn,
they acknowledge the problems it
creates for the student-athlete. "1
think it is really hard for college
students to get up early after staying up late studying," said softball
Coach Laura Halldorson.
"Itthrowsacrankinto[the players] normal day,"said Zazzaro.
Student-athletes for the most
part do not mind waking up early
for the practices, but they pay the
price later in the day with crankinessand exhaustion.
"It's nice to get practice out of
the way at the beginning of the
day,"said women's lacrosse player
Alice Amstutz '95, "but at the end
of the day,you wish they were not
so early."

tices, teams would simply have to
sacrifice preparation time in order
to sharefieldhousespace withother
programs.Thishurtstheteam'sprogression. Now, it seems as if the
teamspaying the early morning tax
willbenefitin the long run. Both the
men's and women's lacrosse programs will be in the hunt for an
Eastern CollegeAthletic Conference
bid and the baseball and softball
programs will be competitive as
well.
Though earlymorning practice
has its benefits,there are still those
who believe morning comes far too
early to the fieldhouse.
"It is really hard—I'm not a
morning
person,"
said
Halldorson.Q

I
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Even though the practice1 imay1
be at 6:30 a.m., lacrosse, softball
and baseball all need a period of
warming up before the rigors of
practice begin. Players also have to
spend time changing into their practice outfits and travelling down to
the gym, so spring athletes usually
have to get up at 5:30 a.m. to be on
time and ready to perform. .
In the days before early prac-

having practice before sunrise because it also solves the problem of
class conflicts. Often in afternoon
practice sessions almost half of the
spring teams can be absent because
students-athletes are still behind
desks in Lovejoy.
"You get everybody there,"said
Zazzaro. "There are no conflicts."
Even though the spring coaches
enjoy thepositiveaspects of having

Pasta Meal is B ack!!!
*

Johnson Chaplin Commons

\

WHEN ?

?

Monday thru Friday 7:00pm - 9:00pm
\\
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Men's basketball snubbed, won t host ECAC final
.

j __

_

.

——_
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-Who's number one?

The criteria for hosting the ECAC playoffs:
:
•Overall won /loss record
__ :^
•Head to head competition
•Strength of schedule
•Won/loss against common opponents
;
•Winning momentum at end of season
•Regional and national coaches poll ratings

Williams
21=3

Colby won by 7 at home
Even
.
Williams beat Wheaton College,
'____
Wheaton beat Colby
•
Even
.
#3
in
New
England
,
Colby
Williams #2

important of the criteria involved
in ECAC playoff selection. As a
result, there is question as to how
fair was the decision to let Williams
host the playoffs, assuming it
reaches the final game.
What the abovelist showsisthat,
while Colby was ranked one place
behind Williams, the Mules had
already beaten the Ephmen. In addition, the records are a wash since
Colby was snowed out twice and
could also have won 21 games. .
Nonetheless,L.oit>y usacn uick
Whitmore is not about to bother
himself with the selection process.
"You can never be satisfied and we
can't worryabout [the selection process]," said Whitmore. "We're just
happy with the chance to host the
first game."
That first game will be against
#7WorcesterStateCollegeat2p.m.
onMarch6Judgingfrom their play
down the stretch, the Mules will

BY JONATHAN WALSH
Sports Editor

For the fourth straight year the
Colby men's basketball team looks
like a good bet to appear in the final
game of the Eastern College Athletic Conference [ECAC] playoffs.
However, for the first time since
1989, Colby might not host that
game.
The honor of hosting goes to
Williams College, which finished
as the #2 ranked team in New England. Colby finished #3, and the
top team, University of Massachusetts at Dartmouth, qualified for
the national Division III playoffs.
However, Colby will host the
first two rounds, and the final as
well if Williams losses before then.
Williams finished the season
ranked ahead of Colby in New
England,but that factor is the least

Colby 12=3—

have their work cut out for them.
Coming off of a one-point win over
Bowdoin College last Saturday,
Colby may lack the momentum
necessary in the playoffs.
Whitmore says the team's momentum is not a concern, though
he concedes that the Mules need to
return to the mid-season form that
propelled them to the #5 national
ranking in February. "We were
playing together better before and
we need to get back to that," said
Whitmore. "Our average assists has
been 18 to 20 but against Bowdoin
we onlv had seven."
Worcester State (19-7) led all
Division III teams in scoring this
season, filling up the nets at a remarkable 98 point per game clip.
However,it is unlikelythat Worcester will be able to maintain that
average against Colby, which, at
65.2 points allowed per game, is
one of the country's best defensive
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Intersessi on : May 24 - June 11
Summer Session : June 14-July 23

teams.
On Saturday Colby will haveto
stop Worcester's three guard offense, led by Ail-American candidate Alan Pettway (24.2 ppg, 48
percent FG). Also contributing will
be junior guardsScott Fenner (17.5,
46 percent 3-pt FG)and Rob Ashton
(12.6). Coached by Tom Moore,
Worcester State will look to run
and press in order to make up for
its size disadvantage.
In other matchups #1 Williams
faces #8 Anna Maria College, and

#4 Wheaton hosts #5 Babson College. In Colby's bracket, #3 Western Connecticut College and #6
Tufts University square off. The
winner of a Williams-Wheaton
matchup would be interesting for
Colby if the Mules reach the final
game. Beating Williams would
show that the Mules deserved the
#1 slot. If Colby played Wheaton,
which the Mules would host, then
the Mules can exact revenge for the
one-point losswhich knocked them
off the top spot in New England.Q

Indoor Soccer Season
0p\ Approaches
Indoor Shoes by: Puma, Lotto, Mitre,
Lanzara, Diadora, Adidas
We do Team Uniforms too, rf ~ \
(Lettering Available). jr jtf
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Just Arrived: Great Selection of Soccer
Shorts by Umbro & Mitre
__ __
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Also: Soccer Socks , Shinguarclsj and
Goalie Equipment
-—- ,-
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OCLOTHING & SPORT4NG G.QODS

Main St., Fairfield • 453-9756
Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9-5. Fri. 9-8

•
•

*
> More than 50 regular offerings from the University 's liberal arts curriculum.
« A three-week French-language Immersion program , featuring
•
*
cultural walking tours and conversation classes.
¦ Weekend excursions : Normandy, Champagne, Loire Valley chateaux ,
•®
Burgundy, Giverny and Chartres.
¦ Seminar tours with the University of Texas, the University of
•
New Hampshire and the University of California at Berkeley.
*
,
Also two new French Immersion Sessions:
•
•
B Summer '94 in Biarr itz 0 Winter '94 in Paris
Send for our 1993 Summer Programs Brochure :
ffiSi s£
The American University of Paris
ffi/i Wtf tfm*
Summer Programs / U.S. Office
:^^ «r^^^ *
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My Mommy
Loves Me
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MEDIUM 1-TOPPING PIZZA, £Bi£l

'-sife
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Loadedwith fjifflJ.Bacon,ground beef,mozzarelta and Cheddar cheeses.

CALL US! 873-0100 40 ELM ST«W ATERVILLE

*Bud 12 pack cans 7*****12 pack
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*Molson bottles 4M per six pack
St. Patties Day

Beer

Discount Beverage and Redemption
; :, - ¦¦
..v,
^ - - ,• . Center - . .
,
.;> .
Open Sun thru Wed till 9pm ,
i and Sat till Midnight
; TlnUs till 10pm , Fr
52
873-6228 .
^ Fron t Street '

| GET A MEDIUM ONE
¦ ITEM PIZZA . DOMINO'S
B
TWISTY BREAD™ AN D
| TWO CANS OF COKE®
OR diet COKE® FOR
,
¦
only $8.96
EXPIRES:
3-14-93
|
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BONANZA

I
only $6.99
g
¦ GET A LARGE CHEESE
PIZZA FOR ONLY $6.99
|
EXPIRES: 3-14-93
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Michelle Severance
leads women to
ii/GAG.

See page 11.
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With confidence wins will follow for men 's hockey
Coach Borek should have men's hockey back in the saddle next season

photo by YuhgoYamaguchi
Dan Larkin '95 makes a pass vs. St.Anselms.
the fulfilment of a number of preseason goals as evidence of this
BY ELLIOTT BARRY
year's
success.
StaffWriter
Borek had hoped to restore some
Despite themen'shockeyteam's of the pride missing from Colby
6-18record this season,Coach Scott hockey under the reign of Corey. "I
Borek and the Mules appear to be thought we turned our attitude
around this season, and I cannot
pointed in the right direction.
The resignation of last year's say enough about the team as a
coach,Charlie Corey, left the Colby unit," said Borek.
"Coach Borek had no pressure
hockey team headed backwards!.
on
him
to win this year,but to build
'This program was at its downfall
a
foundation
for the future," said
the past few years," said Captain
Gleason.
"That
was his goal and I
Keith Gleason '94.
that
think
we've
accomplished
Although the rookie coach did
goal."
not lasso in a winning record forthe
With the first season of the reMules this year, Borek can point to
building process behind them, the

hockey team can begin to look for
more successful results on the ice.
Expectations cannot afford to skyrocket however, as slow steady
improvement is the key to restructuring the White Mules hockey program.
"We will go into next season
with higher expectations," said
Borek. "Hopefully these expectations will help breed success."
Redefining players' roles became a trademark of this year's
team. Many players had to take on
bigger roles than was excpected of
them last year. Gleason, this year's
leading scorer,was one. Hebrought
his point total up from two last
season to 27at the end of this season
for a remarkable turnaround.
Now that the season is over,the
future holds nothing but hard work
and growing confidence for the
Mules until they step back on the
icenextOctober. Borekexpects players to put in a lot of hard work in the
off-season, while the coaching staff
will continue to try to entice a stron g
freshman class to have an immediate effect on the team.
"We will have an extensive
weight training program for the
players and the coaching staff will
continue to try to mold the team
into a winner," said Borek.
The awards ceremony honored

Conrad Saam on a roll...

while men's track prepares for ECACs

some of the team's outstanding
players, who will provide confidence for next season.Gleason won
the Coaches Award, and will lead
the team as captain for a second
year. Goalkeepeer Alex Mood y '94
and defender Brian Pompeo '95
were named assistant captains.
Moody was also decorated with the

Elsworth W. Millet Award as team
M.V.P. for his inspiring play in the
cage.
Although the Colby men's
hockey team has been unable to
post a successful season in the past,
changes are. underway. The foundations of a new hockey dynasty
have been laid under Borek.Q
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photo by Art Druker
David Stephens '96 goes to the hoop vs. Bates.

First game at Colby. Story on page 15.

Women's hoops are crowned
with third strai ght CBB title
8«!rtch <ited tossesU>Wh&tf ort
College and underdog Bowdom
i»
College as losses which "tealty
*
^ ^
nailedIhedooyshyi on ourhope&
A 70-6$ wl» over Bates Col*
gainj fog a fcutwarttttrt W
lege last W«djtt«sda.y r»i$h t oi
Beach.Was not shoxHn pram
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lesidittg «ww atid
wtohow*
*ts
- Replayedwltft the most fo*
robotwder.
ttmiiy m w« himtUymx/'uriM
"Thifl could havecrippied the
#«actv "K was the swtraiuAting team/ said fleaeh; *1>ttt ft*te>m t
p oint of the season to havostitch a ^rt^d w*n/''B^<h ,
w^At»0im«
gttaf gfttttf,''
pressed With the pUys o( HW+
0vcwha<fowin# tht vfctoty, comer Betsy Mncican'94 a«d Ihc
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Conrad Saam '96 clearing 14'3" at practice this week.

BY CHRIS DAVENPORT

away from breaking the all-time
Colby record.
Asst. Sports Editor
In his second week of college
Conrad Saam '96 broke the competition he matched his perfreshman pole vaulting record of sonal best from high school of 13'9"
13'in hiscollegiatedebut,and since at the Massachussets Institute of
then has broken that record five Technology. Hi gh school seemed
timesinarow, with last weekend's Hkca distant memory to Saam when
clearance of 14'6, he is nctonc inch he passed the 14' mark on Feb. 5.
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His vaultsof 14T' and 14'3" in the
weeksto follow confirmed hiscollege acceptance.
"Sometimes a kid has a good
weekend and then you don't sec a
performance like t hat for another
year or so/' said Head Coach Jim
Wescott. "Conrad has done it six
See TRACK on p a g e12.
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